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The Collin County Community College District is a

public, two-year college district, serving over eleven

thousand students, with campuses in McKinney, Texas, and

Plano, Texas. The college was established in April, 1985,

and opened its doors to 1,326 students in the fall of the

same year. Because of enrollment growth, the District, in

1989, purchased a site for a third, full-service campus and

accepted a donated land tract for the development of a fire

and police academy.

This historical study focuses on the development and

progress of the District in its first five years. The

educational philosophy, key policies, organizational

structure, facilities, curriculum, and level of acceptance

are examined as are faculty and student characteristics.

This study addresses the local efforts leading to the

creation of the district, the role of community and college

leaders in its development, and the District's unique

features.

The study was conducted by collecting data from

available primary and secondary sources. The written data



were then subjected to both external and internal 
criticism

to determine the authorship and meaning of the documents.

Oral histories, given by participants, were used to help

explain events and put written documents in context.

Successful efforts to organize the College were

directed by Collin County Commissioners Bill Roberts and

Jerry Hoagland, community leaders Carey Cox and David

McCall, and consultants Ed Simonsen and Walter Pike. In its

brief, five-year history, the student enrollment grew an

average of 85% per year. Also, the District enjoyed

accreditation successes as well as community support. This

acceptance as well as the College's philosophy,

organizational structure, facilities, faculty selection

procedures, and curriculum were developed under the

leadership of President John Anthony.

The educational opportunities offered by the College

have enriched the lives of Collin County citizens.

Additional research topics related to the Collin County

Community College District as well as other community

colleges are suggested.
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CHAPTER I

A BACKGROUND STUDY OF THE

COLLIN COUNTY COMMUNITY COLLEGE DISTRICT

Introduction

In 1990, the Collin County Community College District

(CCCCD) was the only institution of higher education in

Collin County, and the newest of the forty-nine public,

two-year colleges in Texas (Texas Higher Education

Coordinating Board, 1988). The CCCCD was created by the

citizens of Collin County when voters approved its creation

on April 6, 1985 (Swan, 1985a). In September of the same

year, courses were offered to 1,326 students in high schools

throughout Collin County (Collin County Community College

Facts 1988-1989, 1988). The Central Campus, previously an

office building known locally as Osmond Plaza (Curry &

"Trustees Choose", 1985), was purchased by the board of

trustees and opened to 2,749 students in January 1986

(Collin County Community College Facts 1988-1989,, 1988).

Since then, a second campus, the Spring Creek Campus, opened

for classes in 1988. Future District expansion was planned

by the acceptance of a twenty-five acre gift, to be

developed as a fire science and police academy (Collin

County Community College District [CCCCDJ, 1989k); and the

1
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purchase of a 117 acre site for the development of a third

full-service campus, to be known as the Preston Ridge Campus

("College Finalizes", 1990).

Efforts to establish institutions of higher education

in Collin County can be traced to the Mount Pleasant College

which began in 1858 and closed in 1871 (Hall, 1975).

According to the historical record, at least sixteen more

institutes and colleges were created over the next century.

These institutions were either successful and moved out of

Collin County or, like Mount Pleasant College, closed their

doors. Unlike its many predecessors, the CCCCD has been a

popular educational center for Collin County residents, and

has continued to increase in community and student

acceptance.

Following its creation, the CCCCD gained notice as the

fastest growing community college district in Texas and the

United States ("Enrolling Students", 1987). Between its

creation in 1985 and the Fall of 1989, the CCCCD experienced

an annual growth rate which averaged 85%. Although not as

dramatic as this five-year statistic, the fall of 1989 saw

an enrollment of 11,095 students, a still impressive

increase of over 28% above the fall 1988 enrollment figure

of 8,650 students (Collin County Community College Facts

1988-1989, 1988).

With such an impressive record of growth in student

population, facilities, and programs, this young institution
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has established a history worthy of study. This study was

the result of historical research on the Collin County

Community College District from the beginning organizational

efforts, prior to its establishment in 1985, to its fifth

anniversary in April of 1990.

Statement of the Problem

The problem is the historical development of The Collin

County Community College District from 1984 through the

fifth anniversary of the College in April of 1990.

Purposes of the Study

The following purposes were formulated as the basis of

this study. They are (a) to review higher education in

Collin County and examine the conditions that prompted local

leaders to begin efforts to organize a new, public two-year

college, (b) to describe the historical development of the

District's educational philosophy and key policies,

organizational structure and administrative staff,

facilities, curriculum, faculty, and students; including an

analysis of the effects of community and CCCCD leaders on

this development, and (c) to describe unique characteristics

of the District and analyze how these characteristics

impacted community, faculty and student satisfaction,

accreditation, and growth of the college.
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Questions for Study

To achieve the purposes of the study, the following

questions were formulated:

1. Based on the history of higher education in Collin

County, what needs within the County prompted efforts to

organize a two-year college when previous higher education

institutions had failed?

2. Who were the community leaders responsible for the

creation of the District and how did they go about it?

3. How did the educational philosophy, key policies,

organizational structure, administrative staff, facilities,

and curriculum of the CCCCD develop?

4. In the first five years of the CCCCD, what were the

faculty and student characteristics?

5. What were CCCCD's unique features?

6. What was the level of the College's internal and

external acceptance?

Questions for study 1 and 2 relate to purpose 1, questions 3

and 4 relate to purpose 2, and questions 5 and 6 relate to

purpose 3.

Back.round and Significance of the Study

Some might believe that the only truly new knowledge

today is the history we didn't know yesterday. In support

of this belief, Borg and Gall (1983) stated that histories

of educational institutions are, in themselves, valuable to
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research in education as they provide "new" information

about the past in an organized manner. It was further

stated that the successes and failures of institutions, and

the prediction of trends and accompanying indications that

reforms are needed, add to the value of historical research

of individual institutions (p. 799). Mouly (1963) takes a

more direct approach to justify the significance of

historical research by stating, "The purposes of historical

research is the simple, scholarly desire of the researcher

to give an accurate account of the past" (p. 204).

Because CCCCD is only five years old, there has been no

formal research done on the development of the school.

Evidence for the significance of the historical research

completed in this study was the lack of any published

accounts other than the few, brief statistic-laden

paragraphs written by some CCCCD staff. In a personal

interview (July 20, 1989) with John Anthony, CCCCD

President, concerning the significance of this historical

study, he stated that because of the successes the college

has experienced in student enrollment, community acceptance,

and accreditation, such an historical study of the college

was needed and would be fully supported by the institution.

The relatively short time span of the CCCCD gave this

historical researcher a unique opportunity, as a large

number of the key players in the creation of the college and

its educational policies were still available for
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interviews. Anthony further stated that the opportunities

for in-depth questioning of these early consultants and

employees "will certainly be lost within the next few years"

due to retirement and subsequent loss of availability. He

felt that this five-year anniversary point would be an

opportunistic time to chronicle and analyze the development

of CCCCD from its inception as a single campus college

through its development as a multi-campus college district.

Although there had been at least seventeen separate

attempts to organize higher education institutions in Collin

County prior to the existence of the CCCCD, there were only

a few published works which even mentioned the role of

higher education in the County's development. None of the

published accounts reviewed by this author, except Revel's

(1989) dissertation on the University of Plano, contained an

in-depth examination of any of these institutions.

Staff members of the CCCCD have developed models for

planning and practice to address the areas of multi-campus

expansion, student satisfaction and success, community

acceptance, and accreditation. The significance of this

study to community college theory and practice will be the

publishing of analyses, including discoveries and mistakes,

of the models addressed in this historical research.

Through this dissertation and these subsequent publications,

an historical study of the Collin County Community College

District should prove to be a significant area of
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educational research, meaningful to community college policy

makers and practitioners throughout this country.

Definition of Terms

The following terms have restricted meaning in this

study and were defined in the following manner:

"External Criticism" was defined as an historical

method of analyzing source material to determined "when,

where, and by whom a document... was produced" (VanDalen,

1979, p. 356).

"Internal Criticism" was defined as an historical

method of analyzing source material to determine what the

author meant (VanDalen, 1979); and whether or not the

statements made by the author "were voicing their real

convictions, presenting establishment views for public

consumption, mouthing conventional phrases to fill a void or

to conceal their own views, or borrowing discriminately from

others" (p. 358).

"Internal Acceptance" was defined as how satisfied

faculty and students were with the CCCCD. This satisfaction

was evidenced by such things as student enrollment rates and

results of "satisfaction surveys" which have been

periodically given to both faculty and students.

"External Acceptance" was defined as how satisfied the

community and external accreditation organizations were with

the CCCCD. This satisfaction was evidenced by such things
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as enrollment rates, results of local bond elections,

community surveys, and formal accreditation reports.

"Unique Features" were limited to those facilities,

programs, and models of process and practice identified by

interviewees as being unusual and having impacted internal

and external acceptance.

Limitations

The passage of time often limits historical research

due to the loss of primary sources. Among the most valued

of these sources are the people who were participants in the

events. Their recollections comprise a source of oral

history that gives a perspective on events and provides the

context in which the events occurred. The limitations

normally imposed by time were minimized, in this

investigation, by the relative youth of the institution and

the low mortality of those who participated in its

development.

Although people are valuable primary resources,

interviews can yield information that may be biased. Bias

can result from personal perception, a limited perspective

of events, or memory loss due to time lapse. Another

inherent bias was the fact that the researcher conducting

the study was, himself, an employee of the CCCCD for nearly

three years. To overcome these two biases through

validation of answers, structured interview questions were
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selected (see APPENDIX A for a complete list of structured

interview questions) and were asked of interviewees. To

further limit the bias of oral history, this study only used

the oral history of those interviewed to help explain events

and put in context the written documents discovered in this

research effort. Another source of biased information could

result from interviewees who were still employees of the

college or otherwise closely allied with the activities of

the CCCCD. If employees or patrons felt that any

information which they might give would reflect negatively

on individuals in particular or the institution in general;

and, if they were worried that this information would be

read by co-workers, supervisors, or trustees, they may have

felt restrained in their willingness to state opinions or

hesitant to completely recount events as they remember them.

To overcome this source of bias, interviewees were offered

the opportunity to request anonymity in the text of this

study for answers they did not want directly attributed to

them. Six interviewees took advantage of that offer and are

noted in the references by the use of letter symbols

beginning with the letter "A". To minimize the prospect

that this offer fostered the propagation of unsubstantiated

"gossip", validation of answers by multiple interviewees was

sought. Again, these oral additions were only used to

elaborate on events documented by written sources.
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Delimitations

In its brief history, work with the CCCCD has involved

over ten thousand students and over a thousand full-time and

part-time employees (John Anthony, personal communication,

July 20, 1989). Also, hundreds of citizens have worked on

bond elections and other committees with college staff

members. The perspective of this study was limited by the

number of people interviewed in this research effort. As

this study did not intend to reflect the input of every

employee or participant in the development of the college

district, a smaller, representative group of thirty-six

people were selected for interview. This list was developed

in an effort to contact those whose recollections could

assist in putting documented events into context. Of those

interviewed, twenty-four had information which added to the

written history and these individuals were noted in the

text. The focus of this study was on a single institution,

the CCCCD. Because of the desire to describe an historical

study of manageable proportions, the historical background

referred to in research question number one was limited to a

simple listing of previous institutions which could be

discovered in previously written literature and other

available sources, as well as only a brief report about

each. This brief report included any information discovered

as to why the institution failed. One of the primary

purposes of this question was to list early institutions of
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higher education in Collin County as a reference for future

historical researchers.

In the course of institutional development, many ideas

and projects are begun and reach some stage of progress.

However, because of funding changes, changes in mission or

priorities, personnel changes, or other reasons; not all of

these ideas and projects will be completed. This study was

limited to ideas and projects which were developed to the

point where they were implemented by the college.

Review of the Literature

In preparing for this historical study, the author

found in a site search that no previously published study on

the CCCCD had been conducted. In view of this, several

historical dissertations on two-year and four-year

institutions of higher education were reviewed. The study

of these dissertations gave insights as to historical

methods and approaches that have been successfully used in

current educational research.

In order to study the development of the CCCCD, it was

necessary to gain an institutional perspective through

review of the college's published, institutional literature.

In addition to this, several scrapbooks, compiled by staff

members in the office of public information, were consulted.

These documents provided this researcher with important

i
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thematic and chronological information which was used to

develop this research project.

Methodology

This study was historical research. VanDalen (1979)

stated that, "today, historians strive to re-create the past

experiences of humankind in a manner that does no violence

to the actual events and conditions of the time" (p. 350).

Because of the availability of the key players to comment on

and react to the written records, a special opportunity, to

put the history of CCCCD into a meaningful context, existed.

The primary research plan of this dissertation followed

VanDalen's outline of suggested procedures. These are: (a)

formulate the problem, (b) collect source material, (c)

criticize source material, (d) formulate hypotheses to

explain events or conditions, and (e) interpret and report

the findings.

Data were collected from available primary and

secondary sources. VanDalen (1979) also comments on data

collection by stating that the initial, and important, task

of any historian is the collecting of the best data

available to solve the problem. To obtain the "best data"

from primary sources, efforts were made to interview those

who had direct knowledge of the events being studied. From

secondary sources, data were collected that added to the

context in which events transpired.
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Primary sources included witnesses and principle

players, both pro and con, that were connected with the

creation and development of the CCCCD and its policies. The

thirty-six interviewees, of which twenty-four were noted in

the body of this research, were selected by reading accounts

from newspaper articles, reading institutional literature,

and conducting preliminary interviews with various CCCCD

staff members. Some interviews led to the identification of

others whose observations were important to the development

of an accurate history. These witnesses were found as

citizens living in Dallas and Collin counties and as people

who held key positions within the CCCCD. Also, Court Orders

of the Collin County Commissioner's Court and the minutes of

the CCCCD Board of Trustees were read and abstracted by this

author. Adding further to this research, letters and

memoranda were discovered, read, and referenced in this

work.

When primary sources were not available or not

sufficient to put an event or condition into a meaningful

context, secondary sources from Collin County and Dallas

County newspapers, the CCCCD staff, the Southern Association

of Colleges and Schools, and other available secondary

sources were examined. Many of these secondary sources were

contained in eight scrapbooks compiled by some staff members

of the CCCCD. These scrapbooks were found in the Office of

Public Information. Also, the Collin County Public Library
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had microfilm of newspapers and census data dating back to

1856. These sources were read and evaluated in terms of

internal and external criticism.

Through external criticism (VanDalen, 1979), the

genuineness and textual integrity of secondary source

material was examined. This was used to determine whether

or not the document was what it claimed to be and therefore

admissible as an accurate historical account or evidence.

Further external criticism was made to determine the true

authorship of important position papers, statements, or

other documents that bore the name or names of

administrators or members of the CCCCD Board of Trustees.

Following an external criticism of the source

materials, they were subjected to internal criticism. As

cited by VanDalen (1979), this criticism attempted to

determine what the author meant by each statement and the

credibility of that statement. The intent of internal

criticism was accomplished when "the conditions under which

a document was produced, the validity of the intellectual

premises upon which the writer proceeded, and the correct

interpretation to be placed upon (the document)..." (p. 358)

had been determined. In this effort, question 1 for this

study is addressed in chapters 2 and 3, question 2 is also

addressed in chapter 3, and questions 3 through 6 are

addressed in chapters 4 through 8. To assist in answering

question 6 for this study, executive summaries of the data
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gathered by the CCCCD staff from students, faculty, and

Collin County citizens were available from Gerry Perkus,

CCCCD Director of Institutional Research. The raw data were

available on machine-scored forms that used Likert or

Likert-like scales.

To go beyond a descriptive study to an historical study

of merit, analysis of the source materials and formulating

hypotheses was integral to this research effort. Hidden

connections that led to significant events, underlying

patterns of organizational and individual behavior, and the

structural interrelations of the college's stated goals,

objectives, and philosophy with its actual activities were

made. Borg and Gall (1983) emphasized this area of

historical research by stating that to simply recite facts

without an effort to synthesize or integrate the facts into

meaningful generalizations is one the common errors with

historical research. This historical study was organized to

reached beyond the events themselves to place the successes

and failures of the CCCCD in a context that can, in future

. research efforts, be studied and used by boards of trustees,

administrators, and other practitioners in two-year colleges

who wish to duplicate successes and avoid pitfalls which may

lead to failure.



CHAPTER II

A BRIEF HISTORY OF HIGHER EDUCATION IN COLLIN COUNTY

Collin County, Texas, was created by an act of the

Texas legislature on April 3, 1846, and organized on July

13, 1846. This new county was formed by splitting Fannin

County, which itself had been created in 1837 from Red River

County. Red River County was one of the original counties

formed in 1836 (Chamblin, 1982).

Although neither the act creating the county nor the

act changing the county seat name from "Buckner" to

"McKinney" stated for whom the county was named, historians

agree that Collin County was named for Collin McKinney.

This New Jersey native was born in 1766, died in 1861, and

was an early pioneer of Fannin County. McKinney, a surveyor

by trade, is credited with beginning the settlement of the

Collin County area when, in 1842, he built the first log

cabin about three miles south of the present townsite of

Anna. In addition to being the earliest settler, McKinney

also served as one of the "Committee of 5" that wrote the

Texas Declaration of Independence, and one of its fifty-nine

signers on March 2, 1836 (Webb & Carroll, 1952). Also,

McKinney was a Member of Congress from the Republic of

Texas, as well as a member of the Texas Legislature (Roose &

Bland, 1986).

16
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Following authorization by the legislature to form a

new county, the citizens voted to designate the county seat

as a trading post called "Buckner", a site which is located

on state highway 380, about three miles West of McKinney. A

survey of the new townsite was made, lots were sold, and

buildings built (Roose & Bland, 1986). A one room log cabin

in Buckner served as the Collin County seat (Webb & Carroll,

1952). Two years later, it was discovered that Buckner was

over three miles from the geographic center of the County.

This limit was imposed by the Legislature for the location

of the governmental center for Collin County. Because of

this irregularity in the Buckner selection, elections to

select a new county seat were directed by the Texas

Legislature. The citizens voted on the current site and

elected to call it McKinney, again, assumed to be in honor

of Collin McKinney. People moved their commercial buildings

and homes to McKinney and the Buckner site reverted to

agricultural use. Today it stands as a field, where only a

small pioneer cemetery and a few foundations, in rubble, can

be found (Roose & Bland, 1986).

In 1850, the U.S. Census revealed that Collin County's

population was 1,950 (Webb & Carroll, 1952). Because of the

activity of land developers who had contracts with the State

of Texas, white, foreign immigration caused the population

of Collin County to rapidly swell. (Stambaugh & Stambaugh,

1958). In 1860, the census revealed that the county had
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grown to 9,264. In 1870 the population was 14,013, while

1880 saw the county population almost double to 25,983. By

1900, Collin County would have a population of 50,087. Due

to the consolidation of farms into large operations and the

concomitant loss of inhabitants, this population figure

would prove -to be the highest the county would enjoy until

after 1950 (Webb & Carroll, 1952). According to Beam

(1951), the rapid population growth of this frontier area in

the 1850s and 1860s led to the establishment and growth of

communities which, like many other frontier settlements,

"began to turn their thoughts toward education for their

children" (p. 52).

Early efforts at establishing education, at all levels,

began by the charging of tuition of between one dollar and

one and one-half dollars per month. If enough students were

gathered to pay a teacher as much as thirty dollars a month,

a teacher was then hired to instruct the tuition-paying

students (Stambaugh & Stambaugh, 1958).

Hall (1975) reports that the earliest record of higher

education in Collin County began in 1858, with the

establishment of the Mount Pleasant College. The founder,

James S. Muse, built a school building on the grounds of his

home at 1306 N. Waddill Street in McKinney. This school

offered education from primary grades through college where

"all branches of higher learning" (p. 61) were offered.

This school was operated by Mr. A. L. Darnall, who moved to
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McKinney from Bethany College, Virginia, 
in response to a

request from Muse for a teacher (Stambaugh & 
Stambaugh,

1956). Darnall was hired to teach the Muse 
children in

exchange for room, board, use of the school site (Hall,

1975), and the right to collect tuition 
from other students

who attended the College (Stambaugh & Stambaugh, 1956).

Roose and Bland (1986) reported; the 1306 N. Waddill site as

the Muse Academy and the site for Mount Pleasant High

School, rather than as the location for the Mount 
Pleasant

College. These are, however, other names that Muse would

use for his school building after Darnall left to pursue

other endeavors. The Muse Academy remained in operation by

Muse, his wife, and his two daughters until 
1871.

The September 14, 1860 edition of the McKinney

Messenger indicates that A. L. Darnall was already seeking

other ways to express his talents. In that year, Darnall

was co-editor of the newspaper along with James W. Thomas

who began the paper in June 1855. After the departure of

Darnall to join the Confederate Army in 1862 (Stambaugh &

Stambaugh, 1956), Thomas remained the editor for over twenty

years. That same September issue shows that Darnall was

also director of the College Hill Institute, a "school for

young men located near McKinney." The curriculum offered at

the College Hill Institute was English, Natural Science,

Latin, Greek, and elementary French and German. ("College

Hill Institute", 1860).
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During the same time that the College Hill Institute

was in operation, advertisements indicate that the Mantua

Seminary in Mantua, Texas, was being operated by A. J. Myers

and his wife ("Mantua Seminary",, 1860). Mantua is a small

pioneer community between McKinney and Sherman, Texas.

The Mantua Seminary, as reported by Hall (1975) and

Stambaugh & Stambaugh (1958), began in 1859 on the bottom

floor of the Masonic Lodge building, and was a co-

educational, non-denominational school. About the same

curriculum as offered at Muse's school was also taught at

the Seminary. The Mantua Seminary operated in the Masonic

Lodge Hall for several years, until a sixteen room building

for the school was completed following the end of the Civil

War, in 1865. Up to eighty pupils paid tuition and fees

that ranged from ten to twenty dollars for each of two

semesters; eight teachers made up the faculty (Hall, 1975).

Early newspaper advertisements indicated that the

Masonic Female Institute in McKinney began March 4, 1861,

and was operated by Professor D. M. Hocker, Principal

("Masonic Female Institute", 1861). The adds for this

institute continued through the February 2, 1866 edition of

the paper, but were absent in available issues from 1867 and

1868.

In September 1865, the Kentucky-Town Academy, under

direction of Charles Carlton, began in Kentucky-Town

("Kentucky-Town Academy", 1866). By March of 1867,, the adds

I- - I -, ", 1, , I -"VL , *IKINI)EWum - , - I - -6 -
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no longer appeared. However, Webb & Carroll (1952) noted

that Charles Carlton would later become the head of a school

known as Carlton College. It seems noteworthy that Carlton,

as Darnall, was a graduate of Bethany College in Virginia

(Hall, 1975). Nothing in the record indicates whether or

not Darnall and Carlton were acquaintances.

Practically every school in Texas closed during the

Civil War as no men were left to teach or run the school

systems (Hall, 1975). It was pointed out by Stambaugh &

Stambaugh (1958) that, as school funds were diverted to

other uses during the Civil War, the Texas's educational

apportionment of sixty-two cents per student was sent for

the last time in 1862.

After the Civil War ended, Darnall returned to McKinney

to start and operate the "Prairie Hill School for Males &

Females" , located five miles West of McKinney near an area

known as "Dowell's Mill" ("Prairie Hill School", 1866).

Also, the opening of Muse's "Mount Pleasant Male & Female

High School", which taught high school and advanced, post-

high school courses, was announced. Instead of hiring an

outside teacher such as Darnall, James Muse, himself, was

listed as the principal, and his daughter, Mary Muse, as the

assistant principal ("Mount Pleasant", 1866). Four years

later, the Mount Pleasant Male & Female High School was

operated by Muse, his daughter, and a Miss S. E. Chapin, but

at a new location one mile North West of McKinney ("Mount
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Pleasant", 1870). In 1871, the formation of McKinney High

School was announced. McKinney High School opened on March

20, 1871, and charged tuition of only fifty cents 
to one

dollar per week ("McKinney High", 1871). This modest fee

schedule probably doomed the for-profit, primary-secondary-

college educational ventures which had been so visible

during the previous thirteen years. Evidence for this is

the fact that while Muse's Mount Pleasant Male & Female High

School was still operating in the Fall of 1871 ("Mount

Pleasant", 1871a), it was announced that the Mount Pleasant

School would open as a "Public School" on October 2, 1872

("Mount Pleasant", 1871b).

Hall (1975) states that many private institutes in

McKinney were operated by individuals during the 1870s and

1880s. The example given by Hall is "Mrs. Bradley's School

for Young Ladies" begun in 1877. Mrs. Bradley charged two

dollars per month and had as many as seventy-five students

in attendance (p. 62). If there were "many" private

institutes as Hall stated, then this researcher found that

most did not advertise for students in the newspaper from

1870 through the end of the archival record of the McKinney

Messenger on March 19, 1884. One of the few advertisements

for local schools of higher education was placed by the

"McKinney Male & Female Academy" begun September 8, 1873.

This is a primary through collegiate institute, much like

those run by Muse and Darnall, operated by George D.
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Alexander. The tuition for the collegiate studies was

listed at five dollars per four week term ("McKinney

Academy", 1873).

Most of the advertisements for higher education in the

eighteen-seventies, came from colleges and universities

outside of Collin County. Baylor University Law School

placed adds announcing the "continuation" of law classes in

Brenham, Texas ("Baylor University", 1871), the county seat

of nearby Fannin County. Also, the Mound City Commercial

College of St. Louis, Missouri ("Mound City", 1872-1873);

the Medical College of Evansville, Indiana ("Evansville",

1873); and the St. Louis Medical College ("St. Louis", 1873)

are some of the higher education institutions who were

seeking to attract Collin County students.

Higher education in Collin County continued with the

Plano Institute which began in 1882. According to

researchers J. Lee and Lillian Stambaugh (1958), this

institute, organized by W. F. Mister, began holding classes

in the old Christian Church in Plano. The next year, a

frame building was erected by the citizens of Plano and

rented to.Mister. In 1884, T. G. Harris purchased an

interest in the school and functioned, with Mister, as the

"co-principal" of the school (Wilson, 1896-1939).

Harris is of particular note as he would later become

the superintendent of schools for Dallas and Austin school

districts and, subsequently, the president of Southwest
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Texas State Teachers College at San Marcos. Austin

Independent School District's Thomas G. Harris School is

named for him. Two years later, Harris sold his interest to

J. B. Dodson, who later was to become the superintendent of

the McKinney schools. The Plano Institute failed and in

1890 (Wilson, 1896-1939), the city of Plano purchased

Dodson's property to begin the Plano public school system

(Hall, 1975).

Assisted by people in the town of Seven Points, Rev. J.

M. Harder founded Seven Points College in 1886 (Webb &

Carroll, 1952). Five years later, the property was sold to

I. P. Rosser who, in 1895, sold it to James L. Lawlis of the

Methodist Protestant Church. The church laid out a townsite

around the college property and sold residential lots. That

same year, both the name of the new town as well as the

college was named Westminister. Both were named in honor of

Westminister, Maryland, "a major denominational stronghold"

(Vol. 2, p. 886). At its inception, Westminister College,

like the many previous educational institutions, offered

elementary, secondary, and the first two years of college

instruction. Later, the curriculum was expanded and it was

recognized as a four-year college. In 1902, Trinity

University, that is in San Antonio, Texas, moved to

Waxahachie, Texas, a town located south of Dallas in Ellis

County. Trinity's previous site in Tehaucana, Texas, a

small town east of Waco in Limestone County, was deeded to
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the Methodist Protestant Church, on the condition that they

operate a college there for at least ten years. The church

accepted the offer and moved Westminister College to

Tehaucana, and sold the Westminister property to the Collin

County Baptist Association (Webb & Carroll, 1952).

Of historical interest to those studying the

development of two-year colleges in Texas is the fact that

in 1916, Westminister College secured permission from the

Texas Education Agency to drop the last two years of upper

level classes and became the first in the State to be

officially accredited as a "Junior College". In 1942, it

became affiliated with Southwestern University in

Georgetown, Texas, as a junior college of that system (Webb

& Carroll, 1952).

According to Hall (1975), McKinney's first "real

school" was the McKinney Collegiate Institute which, opened

in September 1889. Over one-hundred citizens of McKinney

purchased bonds and erected a building in which the

Institute would hold classes until 1898 (Wilson, 1896-1939).

This institute "was co-educational and non-denominational

and taught from primary grades ... through college and

commercial subjects" (p. 62). Its main purposes were "to

prepare pupils for commercial work or for the university"

(p. 62). The advertisements for the school indicated that

it was both a boarding and day school for both males and

females, and offered "full business and college courses".
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This new school was operated by Mr. T. S. Sligh with Dr. J.

C. Erwin as secretary of the Board of Trustees ("McKinney

Collegiate Institute", 1893). A year later, the school

boasted that 213 pupils enrolled for the spring 1894 term;

moreover, eleven teachers had been hired to 
accommodate the

enrollment for the 1894-1895 school year ("McKinney

Collegiate Institute", 1894). In 1898, the building was

sold to investors Marshall, Perrin, Newton, and Warren

(Wilson, 1896-1939).

C. C. Perrin organized a new college and offered

classes under the new name of Hawthorne College (Wilson,

1896-1939). Hawthorne College was leased to H. G. Reed and

Professor F. G. Jones, who continued the college until 1902.

The property was vacant for a year before it was leased,

again, to F. G. Jones, who started Jones Academy in 1903.

Hall (1975) states that Jones ran the school as the McKinney

Training Institute at which he "taught commercial courses

and prepared students for university entry" (p. 62). Jones

purchased the property in 1906 and continued the school

until 1909. That year, he left to become president of

Midland Junior College (Wilson, 1896-1939). The McKinney

public school district purchased the building from Jones and

used it as the J. H. Hill Central Ward School for several

years (Hall, 1975).

Officials of the Campbell Free Methodist College in

Campbell, Texas, agreed to relocate to McKinney if the
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citizens raised twenty-five thousand dollars and acquired a

forty acre site in Northwest McKinney. By April, 1919, all

but two thousand dollars had been raised. The citizens and

the college agreed to assume equal responsibility for

collecting the remaining money (Wilson, 1896-1939). The

buildings were erected and classes began in September, 1920,

with an enrollment of 116 students. The cost of

constructing the buildings were almost twice the seventy

thousand dollar estimate made by the architects. Because of

the depression of 1921 and 1922, the Church and College

found that it was impossible to raise the amount of money

needed to meet its loan obligations. In January, 1922, the

property was surrendered to its creditors and the buildings

were subsequently purchased by A. M. Scott of McKinney. The

college site was sold to a Dallas firm who later cleared the

property of all buildings (Wilson, 1896-1939).

In May 1924, the McKinney Board of Education authorized

a junior college to be created in cooperation with McKinney

High Schiool. This school failed to open on September 1,

1924, as scheduled (Wilson, 1896-1939).

The University of Lebanon, in Collin County, was

incorporated in May 1964 by Dr. Robert Morris, its founder.

Morris, later that year, changed the name to the University

of Plano (Revel, 1989). At its close in 1976, the

University of Plano was made up of two main centers: The
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School for Developmental Education, and The Frisco College

of Arts and Science, later added in 1972.

The School for Developmental Education was designed to

provide post-secondary educational opportunities for those

with neurological disorders (Revel, 1989). The Frisco site

"maintained a more traditional liberal arts curriculum that

emphasized history, science, literature, and the arts" (p.

3). Morris chose Frisco for the second campus site because

of the "hospitality of the city administration" as well as

the property location (Frisco Bicentennial Society, 1976).

The first Frisco building was constructed in 1973 and

classes began in January, 1974.

The University of Plano (UP) provided unique learning

enrichment activities for students. In the UP "Campus in

the Air" project (Revel, 1989, p. 4), students travelled to

study history, politics, culture, and language. Between

1974 and 1976, students "travelled to Japan, the Republic of

China, Hong Kong, Macao, Singapore, Indonesia, Australia,

Fiji, Italy, Greece, Morocco, Egypt, Tunisia, Algeria, and

Gibraltar" (Frisco Bicentennial Society, 1976, p. 238).

Student exchange programs with Fu Jen University ip Taipei,

Taiwan, the China Institute in New York City, and the

Washington, D. C., Center for Asian Studies were arranged.

Students also gained research experience through summer

institutes offered in Baja, California del Mexico (Revel,
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1989). For financial reasons, UP and its 
affiliated

campuses were closed in July 1976 (Revel, 1989).

Although The University of Plano had been operating

from 1964 through July 1976, Collin County 
residents had the

availability of community college classes 
beginning in the

Plano and McKinney high schools in 1969. These courses were

provided by Grayson County College (Grayson County College,

1984). At first, the course offerings were "of a very

general nature, designed for students 
wanting to get an

early start on their higher education 
career as well as

young adults needing improved secretarial 
skill development"

(p. 2). As the enrollment expanded., curriculum offerings as

well as availability of classes expanded. By 1984, the

enrollment in Grayson County College extension courses, held

in five Collin County high schools, was 1,333. This

enrollment broke down as follows: the two Plano high

schools, 910; McKinney High School, 190; Allen High School,

175; and Frisco High School, 58 (p. 1). In that year,

course offerings were expanded to include a wide spectrum 
of

general academic courses required for transfer 
to senior

colleges as well as a total of eleven occupational programs.

From the ashes of at least seventeen failed Collin

County institutions of higher education, summarized 
in

APPENDIX B; and, in spite of the fact that county citizens

were receiving services from Grayson County College, the

Collin County Community College District was created. 
What
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dynamics were at work that would produce a perceived need

for a community college and an intense effort to create such

a college while Grayson County services were being provided

in several county high schools and just eight years after

the demise of the University of Plano?



CHAPTER III

THE EARLY DEVELOPMENT OF THE COLLEGE

The Need for a Community College

The acceptance of the concept of a community college

for Collin County was demonstrated when the citizens of the

county approved its formation in October, 1963 ("Feasibility

Study",, 1984). This successful election may have been

realized as a result of the national community college

movement that blossomed during the sixties. If so, the

community college movement was not strong enough to overcome

the voter's dislike for taxes and the development of this

new college district stopped with the 1965 defeat of the tax

proposal to support the newly formed district (p. 1). The

issue of a community college district would lay dormant

until 1982, when Collin County Commissioners Howard Thornton

of precinct 1, Jerry Hoagland of precinct 2 ("Feasibility

Study, 1984), and Commissioner's Court Judge Bill Roberts

(Martha Tolleson, personal communication, June, 1990) again

discussed the development of a college for the county.

During the almost twenty year interim between the successful

1963 election and the renewed interest by the Commissioner's

Court, county demographics had changed and evidence of a

"spirit of emergence" for Collin County had begun .

31
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During the sixties and seventies, the County's

population dramatically increased to the point that Collin

County was the most populated county in the state without

its own community college (Walter Pike, personal

communication, June 27, 1990). The voter registration list

had swelled to around 100,000 and the county tax base had

risen to over seven and a half billion dollars ("Feasibility

Study", 1984). Also, Collin County had recently been

successful in forming its own health district by breaking

away from an existing tri-county health commission (Martha

Ewing, personal communication, June 19, 1990). With regard

to higher education, many Collin County students were

attending Richland College in Dallas County. The numbers of

County students going to Richland College was so high that

Plano Senior High was recognized as the major "feeder" high

school for Richland College (Steve Ellis, personal

communication, June 19, 1990). Throughout the early

eighties, a "new sense of County identity" continued to

emerge in Collin County residents (Martha Ewing, personal

communication, June 19, 1990). With such an environment,

the "seeds" for the concept of an area community college

found fertile ground.

The Early Leaders in Developing the College

With County federal revenue sharing funds available,

the exploration of a new community college was possible.
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The Collin County Commissioner's Court appointed

Commissioners Hoagland and Thornton to proceed with a

feasibility study for creating a community college district.

In January, 1984, Commissioners Thornton and Hoagland began

contacting influential citizens in the County, and arranged

for a luncheon meeting to be held on February 24, 1984 at

the Harvey House Hotel in Plano, to discuss the topic of a

new college. The invited guests were David Griffin, City

Manager of Plano; Jack Harvard, Mayor of Plano; Bill Priest,

Chancellor Emeritus of the Dallas County Community College

District (DCCCD); and H. Wayne Hendrick, superintendent of

the Plano Independent School District (Hoagland & Thornton,

1984a). Because of previous workings with the DCCCD, Priest

was asked to serve as a consultant for this project or to

nominate a person who could serve as a consultant to a

"citizen's committee" and the Commissioner's Court. Priest

recommended Ed Simonsen, of Bakersfield, California (Walter

Pike, personal communication, June 27, 1990).

On April 2, 1984, the Court agreed to appoint two

citizens (Collin County Commissioner's Court Order, 1984a),

Carey Cox and David McCall III, as Co-chairmen of a

"citizens committee" which would become known as the Collin

County Community College Committee (CCCCC) (see APPENDIX C

for a list of the officers and members of this committee)

("Feasibility Study", 1984). That same Court Order

authorized the expenditure of twenty-eight thousand dollars
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plus expenses from federal revenue sharing funds (Hoagland &

Thornton, 1984b) to hire Ed Simonsen as a consultant from

April 1984 through the completion of the feasibility study

projected to be December 1, 1984 (Court Order, 1984a).

This core of leaders, Roberts, Hoagland, Thornton, Cox,

McCall, and Simonsen, with the help of many others,

developed and carried out a plan to establish a new

community college district.

Steps Taken to Establish the College

The CCCCC Co-chairmen implemented a plan to mobilize

the community support needed to win a county-wide, general

election. To accomplish this, many volunteers would be

needed to circulate petitions, serve on the citizens

committee that would develop a feasibility study, and

influence other voters to support the college in an

election. While these efforts were under way, Roberts and

Simonsen worked to meet the legal requirement established by

the State of Texas, and administered by the Coordinating

Board of the Texas College and University System

(Coordinating Board).

Citizen Committee Efforts

The CCCCC effort, directed by Cox and McCall, began by

enlisting the support of citizens interested in establishing

a community college. Although over one hundred people
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volunteered to serve on this committee (see 
APPENDIX C for a

list of members), it was known in the community as "The

Committee of a Hundred" (Hoagland & Thornton, 1984b;

Roberts, 1984a). By the time that the CCCCC held its

organizational meeting on May 10, 1984 (Cox & McCall, 1984),

Roberts and Simonsen had secured information concerning

required steps in the process for the creation of a two-year

college as well as important deadlines. Based on this

information, the Proposed Calendar for Collin County

Community Collge (Collin County Community College

Committee, 1984a) was developed and distributed to attending

CCCCC members. This calendar revealed that the feasibility

study and petitions signed by at least ten percent of 
the

registered county voters had to be received by the

Coordinating Board by early December 1984. A deadline of

December 1, would meet the forty-five day requirement for

documents under consideration at the next quarterly

Coordinating Board meeting on January 25, 1985 (Kelly,

1984). Meeting these deadlines allowed the election to take

place on April 6, 1985 (see APPENDIX D for the complete

proposed calendar).

To meet these deadlines, the CCCCC had to form sub-

committees to assist in the development of the feasibility

study and the collection of at least ten thousand qualified

signatures of registered voters. Five CCCCC sub-committees

were formed and sub-committee officers elected (see APPENDIX
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C for a list of the officers of each sub-committee). The

sub-committees formed were the Alternate Approaches,

Curriculum and Services, Facilities and Equipment, Mission

and Goals, and the Signatures for Petitions sub-committees

("Feasibility Study", 1984). Each would play an important

role in the study sent to the Coordinating Board.

The "Alternate Approaches Sub-Committee" of the CCCCC,

explored four options to the creation of a new college

district. The four options which were explored, discussed,

and subsequently discarded were: (a) expansion of the

University of Texas at Dallas to a four-year institution,

(b) branch campus status with either the Dallas County

Community College District (DCCCD) or Grayson County College

(GCC), (c) annexation with either the DCCCD or GCC taxing

district to create a new taxing entity ("Feasibility Study",

1984), or (d) to continue with the existing arrangement with

GCC (Nogami, 1985, March 31) to provide evening courses in

local high schools ("Feasibility Study", 1984). The

emerging desire for autonomy and county identity is evident

in the justifications presented by the sub-committee for the

rejection of the alternatives and the recommendation that

Collin County create its own college district, which would

meet the needs of County citizens.

The "Mission & Goals Sub-Committee" wrote the mission

statement and a list of educational goals which would guide

the CCCCD in its initial stages of development. This
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document included goals for university transfer and

occupational course offerings; counseling and guidance

services; partnerships with local business and industry;

basic skills programs; community service and cultural

programs; programs for special populations such as

handicapped, gifted, and limited English speaking students;

and associate degree, State licensing, and certificate

programs. One of the stated goals of this committee was

that the new district achieve accreditation by the Southern

Association of Colleges and Schools as well as become a

member of the League for Innovation in the Community College

("Feasibility Study", 1984).

The "Curriculum and Services Sub-Committee" further

sub-divided into groups to gather data and visit eight

higher education institutions as well as several employment

centers. Their report included recommendations regarding

the content of both the "academic curriculum" as well as the

"vocational/technical curriculum". Suggestions were made as

to what programs should go in each area. Administrative

services, library and testing services, support services in

career development and placement, "access" programs, child

care, and student activities were-also listed. This

Committee outlined their concept of the general education

"core" courses that degree programs should require. It was

determined that the new college should offer Associate

Degree programs in Arts/Fine Arts, Business Administration,
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Science, Applied Science, and Engineering Science

("Feasibility Study, 1984).

The "Facilities and Equipment Sub-Committee" focused on

possible campus sites in Collin County. Their report

specifies that the new college should open as a multi-campus

community college so that the college is "accessible and

convenient" to area residents. The concept of "regional

instruction centers" is presented and the report calls for

the development of a long-range "Master Plan" for facilities

acquisition ("Feasibility Study, 1984).

The "Signatures for Petitions Sub-Committee" began its

work on September 18, 1984, when the CCCCC unanimously

approved a proposal calling for the formation of the "Collin

County Community College." This committee formed "block

drives" to secure petition signatures as well as inform

potential voters of the need for a community college

(Connelly, 1984). Collin County was sub-divided into eight

areas: North & West Collin County (including Frisco),

McKinney, Allen, Southeast Collin County (including Wylie

and Murphy), Richardson, East Plano, West Plano, and Plano

Schools. Over five hundred volunteers conducted an election

day signature drive on November 6, the date of the biennial

General Election. This effort was called the "Yellow Rose

Drive", named for the song the "Yellow Rose of Texas". As

they arrived at election sites, County voters were asked to

look for petition workers, who would be wearing a yellow
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rose, and sign the petition sheets calling for an election.

The Yellow Rose Drive was so successful, over 24,500

registered voter signatures, that the petition efforts ended

that evening and all petitions were called in on November 7,

1984 ("Feasibility Study", 1984).

Legal Ef forts

The legal research regarding the creation of a

community college began when Judge Roberts requested Steve

Bickerstaff of the law firm of Bickerstaff, Heath & Smiley

to research Texas Education Code 130, which details the

procedures for establishing a community college in Texas.

Bickerstaff's response (1984) outlined for Roberts the

required steps and answered questions Roberts had raised

regarding the election of Board members and taxing authority

of the new college district. Also included in this report,

was the Coordinating Board's procedures that had been

established in November 1979.

Timing in this effort was critical as the Texas

Legislature would be meeting in session, January to May of

1985. Roberts was aware that the two-year funding for

community colleges for 1985-87 would be in progress while

Collin County citizens were still trying to establish a

district. The April 6, 1985 election would take place after

the Legislative Budget Board (LBB) had already agreed to a

spending figure for higher education for the biennium, and
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within days of the passage of the Appropriations Bill,

itself. If any deadlines were missed, or the Texas

Legislature failed to fund the new community college, it

would be years before Collin County would realize the vision

for which the Commissioner's Court members had worked

(Roberts, 1984b). Even though State Representative Tip Hall

(1984), a McKinney resident and member of the Appropriations

Committee, wrote that he supported the CCCCC effort, his

letter indicated that due to a shortage of State funds, his

support might be limited.

Additional, technical data were needed to complete the

feasibility study as well as for the petition to the

Coordinating Board for an election to establish a community

college district. This needed data would have to indicate

the assessed valuation for the County, the number of

potential students currently residing in the county,

financial projections for the college, bonding requirements,

and a projection of the appropriations required from the

State in the next biennium. To assist with this, Simonsen

hired a special consultant, Walter Pike, who had been with

the DCCCD for seventeen years and, most recently, with The

Nasher Company for two and a half years (Walter Pike,

personal communication, June 27, 1990).

Pike began work on collecting the needed information,

and began meeting with representatives of the Coordinating

Board on June 15, 1984 (Ramsey, 1984). Detailed work
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continued as the Coordinating Board indicated that the

college's proposed curricula be "translated" into a

budgetary request format by the December 1, 1984, deadline

(Kelly, 1984). To receive funding, the Legislative Budget

Board and the Governor's Budget Office were sent Pike's

request for funds. Discussions were also held as to the

possibility of the CCCCD being a part of the original

appropriations request, contingent upon being approved by

the voters on April 6 (Casey, 1984).

John Horn, Superintendent of Allen School District,

assisted Simonsen by surveying all County school districts

and determined that of the 43,006 public school students

enrolled in the County, 2,790 were seniors (Horn, 1984).

Efforts were also made to secure accurate enrollment figures

for Collin County students currently attending Grayson

County College, Richland College, Eastfield College, and

other area community colleges so that reasonably accurate

cost figures could be obtained (Simonsen, 1984a). Although

accurate attendance figures were impossible to obtain, Pike

(Pike & Simonsen, 1984) completed his work as accurately as

possible and sent the recommended bond authorization figure

and maximum tax rate to the CCCCC. With the CCCCC's

authorization, Pike (Simonsen, 1984b) completed the packet

for the Coordinating Board so that the Appropriations Bill

in the 1985 session of the Texas Legislature could include

- rr
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the new district in the 1986-87 biennium budget (Ashworth,

1984).

The "Feasibility Study for Establishment of a Community

College District in Collin County, Texas" was completed in

November 1984 and sent to the Coordinating Board following a

special Collin County Commissioner's Court meeting on

November 26, where a special Court Order (Collin.County

Commissioner's Court Order, 1984b) was passed requesting

Coordinating Board approval for an election. With the

completion of the study, Simonsen's contract expired.

However, following the passage of the resolution calling for

the community college election, another Collin County

Commissioner's Court Order (1984c) amended Simonsen's

contract and provided an additional five thousand dollars

for "unanticipated expenses". Also in the Court Order, was

the provision that Commissioner Hoagland be authorized to

contract with Simonsen for future professional services, as

needed, for an amount not to exceed an additional five

thousand dollars.

The next day, Roberts sent the resolution, signed

petitions, statement from the Elections Administrator

attesting to the validity of the signatures on the

petitions, statement attesting to the number of public

school students residing in the proposed community college

district, statement from the Tax Assessor-Collector

attesting to the current tax valuation in the proposed



district, and copy of the Feasibility Study (Roberts,

1984c). Following the receipt of this package of items from

the Commissioner's Court and prior to the Coordinating

Board's January 24 and 25, quarterly meeting; a public

hearing was held on the evening of January 17, 1985, on the
fifth floor of the Collin County Courthouse in McKinney (Cox
& McCall, 1985a). At their quarterly meeting, the

Coordinating 'Board authorized an election to establish the
Collin County Community College (Ashworth, 1985).

Receiving the certification for an election from the
Coordinating Board was one of three major hurdles. The

other two were (a) passing the three propositions in the

special election, and (b) getting approval for a rider to

the State of Texas Appropriations Bill that would

appropriate $1,205,284 for fiscal year 1986, and $4,678,130

for fiscal year 1987. The outcomes of both were uncertain.

Preparing for the Election

A meeting of the CCCCC was called by Cox and McCall

(1985b) to update members on the public hearing,

Coordinating Board action, and on future plans for the April

6 election. This meeting turned out to be the final meeting

of the CCCCC. It was determined that because of the

political nature of the upcoming campaign, a Political

Action Committee (PAC) would be more effective than a
citizen committee. Nine members from Collin County were

43
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nominated by the CCCCC to run for Board positions. 
The

nominated people were: Douglas B. Cargo of Plano, Colin

Chopin of Plano, Carey Cox of McKinney, J. R. (Bob) Collins

of Plano, Jim B. Dixon of Farmersville, Jim Nelson of Plano,

Sue Olivier of Richardson, Willette Rosson of Allen, and

Dick Sewell of Wylie. Agreeing that any new PAC would not

financially support any candidate, a motion to dissolve the

CCCCC was moved, seconded, and passed at 5:47 p.m., January

31, 1985 (Collin County Community College Committee, 1985).

On April 6, 1985, Collin County voters turned out in

light numbers (Swan, 1985a) and approved the creation of the

district by a vote of 5,508 to 3,575; approved a seventy

million dollar bond package by a vote of 4,990 to 3879; and

approved the collection of a maintenance tax for the CCCCD

by a vote of 4,747 to 4,061 (Collin County Commissioner's

Court Order, 1985). The nine citizens with the largest vote

totals for the office of Trustee were: James B. Dickson with

4,246 votes, Joy Ann Anderson with 4,212 votes, Richard H.

Sewell with 4,182 votes, Bill Crawford with 4,040 votes,

Carey Cox with 4,009 votes, Sue Willard Olivier with 3,925

votes, J. R. (Bob) Collins with 3,851 votes, Jim Nelson with

3,491 votes, and Tino Trujillo with 3,449 votes.

Securing Legislative Appropriations

Following Coordinating Board approval for an election,

Roberts and Linda Aaker of Bickerstaff, Heath & Smiley law
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firm began to seek help from supportive legislators.

Letters were sent seeking support from legislative 
leaders

such as Wilhemina Delco and others (Aaker, 1984). Due to a

tight State budget, no promises or commitments 
were made

relative to the budget rider (Collin County Community

College Committee, 1985).

Lacking strong upport from local legislators, securing

State funds would require personal attention from those

associated with the Collin County Community College District

(CCCCD) movement. Legislative appropriations came as a

result of two important events. These were (a) the work

Robin Casey, of Bickerstaff, Heath & Smiley; and (b) the

work of Judge Bill Roberts.

Casey (1984) wrote to Simonsen that various leaders 
in

State government were contacted about the proposed district.

In those contacts Casey secured general agreement from David

Kelly and Bill Webb of the Coordinating Board; Aubrey

Johnson, Coordinator of Education for the Governor's Office

of Management and Budget; Jorge Rodriguez, Budget Analyst

for the Legislative Budget Board; and Gwen Newman, staff

member for Lieutenant Governor Hobbey that CCCCD

appropriations be added to the original appropriations 
bill

for the 1985-87 biennium, contingent upon voter approval.

The work with these staff members to assure inclusion of the

CCCCD in the original appropriations bill was an important

step in the funding battle.
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Important efforts by Bill Roberts were evidenced 
during

the Legislative session. He lobbied with State Senators and

Representatives to see that the CCCCD 
appropriations were

approved, even though approval would 
actually occur before

the voters officially created a community college (Martha

Tolleson, personal communication, July, 1990).

When the Appropriations Bill came on the floor for 
a

vote, the CCCCD biennial request for over five million

dollars was included, as a result of Casey's efforts with

the various budget staff members. The Legislature approved

the Bill, and CCCCD funding, as a result of Robert's efforts

with key State Legislators.



CHAPTER IV

THE FIRST YEAR

The Year in Overview

Following the Collin County voter's election on April

6, 1985, that established the Collin County Community

College District (CCCCD), passed seventy million 
dollars in

bond indebtedness, established a maintenance tax for

District operations, and elected nine trustees; the work of

the first year began. The first meeting of the elected

CCCCD Board of Trustees (Board) took place on April 19,

1985. It was a fitting tribute to the work of both men that

Commissioner Jerry Hoagland presided, and County Judge Bill

Roberts administered the oath of office. Carey Cox was

selected as Board Chairman, James Dixon as Vice-Chairman and

Tino Trujillo as Secretary. The Board immediately voted to

continue the services of consultant Ed Simonsen, hire Walter

Pike as a part-time, interim Business Manager, and begin the

search for a president who would develop the College under

guidelines established by the five sub-committees of the

Collin County Community College Committee (Collin County

Community College District [CCCCD), 1985a).

Pressure to quickly establish a College would be a

hallmark of this first year. Hundreds of community members

47
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had input into the development of the feasibility study that

gave direction as to the facilities, community access,

curriculum, and funding for this new college. The Board and

CCCCD staff felt that tangible evidence should be

demonstrated to the community that their input was being

used as the blueprint for the development of the college.

CCCCD President, John Anthony, stated (personal

communication, July 3, 1990) that he felt immediate pressure

to get the college operational, staff essential positions,

and open classes in the Fall, 1985. The pressure to live up

to these community expectations was reinforced by the

pressure from the State Legislature. The 1985-87

Appropriations Bill included funding for CCCCD under 
the

assumption that classes would be offered under the direction

of the new district beginning in the fall of 1985. This

expectation gave the new District's staff only a few months

to arrange for facilities, faculty, curriculum, books, and

an administrative and academic record keeping system.

These pressures fell on the shoulders of the few CCCCD

employees who "shared and traded many hats" to accomplish

the varied assignments given. The work handled by these

staff members during this difficult period, often, was not

in their job descriptions. Work extended beyond the normal

work day. Because of the fact that "there was no one else

to do it", they assumed those duties as a matter of

necessity (Allen & Russell, personal communications, June
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27, 1990). Walter Pike (personal communication, June 27,

1990) stated that in that first year, the staff members were

"to busy to complain about the conditions or the work

overload". In addition to a heavy staff workload, the Board

agenda for the first few months was so heavy, that they held

two meetings per month. Minutes of the Board indicated that

the most immediate Board tasks were to work with Simonsen

and the newly chosen administrative staff to complete all of

the legal requirements mandated for a community college,

begin a search for an interim college site while

implementing the Collin County Community College Committee's

(CCCCC) call for a "Master Plan" for acquiring permanent

campus sites, and select the president and additional staff

needed to quickly establish a college that would be

operational for the fall 1985 semester (Simonsen, 1985).

The achievement of these goals consumed the Board and

staff's time and attention the first year.

Philosophy and Policy Decisions

The philosophy of service to students as well as

maximum community access guided the Board and staff in their

decisions. The recommendations of the "Committee of a

Hundred" as well as a desire to achieve acceptance, both in

the community and with the Southern Association of Colleges

and Schools (SACS) influenced many policy decisions.
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As in the early development of any institution, policy

decisions were more numerous. The first year saw the

adoption of by-laws and many decisions, such as competitive

bid processes and tax collection methods (Stevens, 1985e),

which would set institutional patterns for standard

operating procedures. These decisions would heavily reflect

the personality, philosophy, and leadership style of John

Anthony, whom the Board selected as CCCCD's first president.

As the first year progressed, and Anthony established a plan

of action, the activity of the Board in setting new policies

decreased as the role of the Board as an "oversight" body

increased. From the beginning, Anthony and his staff were

given Board authority to plan and implement the tactical

decisions required to carry out Board policies.

The development of budgets, curriculum, and

administrative policy details were handled by the staff and

Anthony. Board members felt that their role was to develop

a general framework within which the college employees would

work. The Board decided that there were so many policy

issues that the new District had to address, policy

development would best be accomplished by dividing the tasks

and establishing taskforces composed of the Board members.

Trustees Crawford and Collins served as the Budget

Taskforce, Olivier and Sewell as the Policy Taskforce,

Anderson and Trujillo as the Curriculum Taskforce, and Dixon

and Nelson as the Temporary Facilities Taskforce (CCCCD,
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1985b). Anthony work with these taskforces throughout the

first year resulted in the development of a comprehensive

set of policies.

A set of Board policies that would be used to guide

District procedures for the next five years were developed

by adapting existing policies from the Dallas County

Community College District. These policies, suggested as a

model by Pike, were modified to fit Collin County's needs

and adopted by Board vote (CCCCD, 1985o & 1985p). By the

end of the first year, an initial set of personnel policies

were also developed and adopted by the Board (CCCCD, 1986c).

Among early policies adopted, was the Board's decision,

at Anthony's suggestion, to hold their monthly meetings at

various sites throughout Collin County (CCCCD, 1985i).

These Board meeting sites would include locations in Plano,

McKinney, Frisco, Farmersville, and Wylie. It was felt that

this would increase the citizens' feeling that the CCCCD was

there to serve all communities in the County as well as

increase the sense of ownership that taxpayers would feel

toward the District.

Another important policy decision that would profoundly

affect the CCCCD was Anthony's belief (personal

communication, 1990, July 3) that everyone in the

institution should have the opportunity to have input on who

was hired. All finalists for all positions, including

faculty and administrative positions, were required to have
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open interview sessions with all college 
employees who

wished to attend. These employees were encouraged to give

feedback as to their feelings about the finalist. According

to those interviewed, many qualified candidates were 
not

hired because of a lack of human relations skills as

evidenced by their inability to favorably relate to 
all

segments of the CCCCD staff. Of all of the policies,

procedures and unique features which were discussed 
in

interviews, this was the one singled out by almost every

interviewee as having had the greatest impact on the

development of the CCCCD.

Organizational Structure and Administration

The immediate staffing that the board initiated

resulted in the selection of Walter Pike who moved from

consultant status to a part-time business officer (CCCCD,

1985a). In July, Pike would become the College's Financial

Officer and first full-time employee (CCCCD, 1985g). In

September, he was appointed as Vice-President of

Administrative Services ("College Appointment", 1985).

The Board worked with Simonsen to narrow the search for

the CCCCD President from the approximately eighty-five

applications (CCCCD, 1985c) down to five finalists. Board

members met with each of the finalists. Board members Cox

and Dixon and consultant Simonsen flew to Portland, Oregon

for an additional interview with John Anthony and his wife
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(John Anthony, personal communication, June 29, 1990).

After completing a national search and the expenditure of

$29,333 (Rhoten, 1985), the Board extended to John H.

Anthony an offer of a three year contract at $85,000 per

year. Also included in the agreement was an additional

$12,000 annual contribution to Anthony's retirement annuity

(Swan, 1985b), plus an automobile to be leased by the

District (CCCCD, 1985f). Anthony had been previously

serving as President of the Portland Community College

District (Swan, 1985b). Because of continuing commitments

in Portland, Anthony was not able to come to Collin County

on a full-time basis until August 15. In light of this, the

Board continued Simonsen's contract on an hourly basis for

July and August (CCCCD, 1985g).

Following the appointment of the top two administrative

posts, two additional staff members were hired (CCCCD,

1985h). Toni Allen was hired to assist Pike with the

administrative tasks required to get classes under way in

September. Also, Elizabeth (Beth) Payne was hired to assist

Anthony with the agenda established by the Board, as well as

other administrative duties. These four full-time employees

worked with Grayson County College (GCC) to continue

services during the summer of 1985, as well as arrange for

the establishment of fall classes under the CCCCD name.

By September, Anthony had developed a proposed College

organization and staffing schedule for a projected full-
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time-equivalent (FTE) enrollment of 2,000 students. His

plan called for sixty-five full-time faculty members,

thirty-five adjunct instructors, fifteen administrative

staff members, and twenty clerical support staff members.

According to Anthony, this would result in a twenty to one

student/teacher ratio. (CCCCD, 1985j).

The organizational plan developed by Anthony was a

"flat" structure with as few layers of bureaucracy as

possible (see APPENDIX E for the organizational structure

which Anthony presented to the Board for adoption). Anthony

stated (personal communication, July 3, 1990) that such a

structure "focuses on people" by (a) eliminating as much

bureaucracy as possible and (b) increasing the input people

can have on the organization's processes.

The adopted structure was traditional as the College's

functions were separated into Administrative Services,

Instruction, and Student Services, each headed by a vice-

president. The Vice-President of Administrative Services

supervised the Directors of Business Services, Plant

Services, Personnel Services, and Auxiliary Services. The

Vice-President of Instruction (VPI) directed the Deans of

Arts and Social Science, Business and Industry, Science and

Health Services, Community Education, and Learning

Resources. The Vice-President of Student Services (VPSS)

supervised the Directors of Counseling Services, Admissions

and Recruitment, and Support Services. One of the more
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unusual features of this structure was that the 
VPSS, rather

than the VPI, supervised developmental math, writing, and

English. Anthony stated (personal communication, July 3,

1990) that although developmental education 
can be effective

in several organization schemes, CCCCD's developmental

courses were put under the VPSS because of Anthony's

experiences at Portland and because of agreement 
with the

philosophical argument that these are student support

activities geared to promote student success in the college-

level curriculum (Deborah Floyd. personal communication,

October 20, 1989).

Throughout the five year period, the organization grew

to incorporate new areas and programs. This original

organizational structure was repeatedly expanded, evaluated,

and modified until it became as shown in APPENDIX F. In

discussing these changes, Anthony stated (personal

communication, July 3, 1990) that his philosophical basis

for continued evaluation and structural change came from his

belief that effective organizational structures are those

that are flexible enough to expand and contract duty

boundaries. This flexibility allows the organizational

structure to encompass the talents of the people that have

been hired. He felt that it was almost impossible to create

a static structure and then try to find people to "fit into"

that structure.
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Facilities

During the rapid growth of any institution, 
facilities

are of importance both in the short-term and for long-range

planning. From the beginning, student enrollment 
growth

dictated that facilities would be a priority to the 
CCCCD

Board and staff. This priority was established when the

Legislature approved about a million dollars in funding for

the CCCCD for the 1985-86 year, contingent on the new

college establishing an average of 600 FTE enrollment for

both the fall 1985 and spring 1986 semesters. For the

1986-87 year, the Legislature set a mark of two thousand FTE

(Swan, 1985b) for the CCCCD. To reach the needed growth for

this essential State funding, the spring 1986 semester

required that the CCCCD have, at least, an interim facility

so that day classes could be held. The night classes

currently being offered in the Allen, Frisco, McKinney,

Plano East, and Plano high schools would not be sufficient

to generate the FTE requirements to meet State mandates in

the next biennium (John Anthony, personal communication,

June 29, 1990). In addition to the pressure from the State,

the Board was sensitive to the idea of "regional learning

centers" as called for by the Feasibility Study written by

the CCCCC. Over the first five years, these pressures,

along with growing enrollments, dictated that facilities

issues would occupy much of the Board and administrative

staff's time and attention.
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Although campus site acquisition and construction

consumed most of the Board's attention in 
the first five

years, it is of historical note that the first 
decision the

Board took with regard to facilities was to make 
"no

decision" when the Mayor of Princeton, Texas, appeared at

the first Board meeting and announced that the City of

Princeton was donating twenty-five acres of land for use by

the College (CCCCD, 1985a). This offer would lay dormant

for almost five years before it was accepted by the 
Board.

Because it was only a matter of a few months before the

fall 1985 semester was to begin, the CCCCD had no choice but

to continue to offer courses in the same five high schools

that GCC was using (Swan, 1985b). To accomplish this,

several agreements would have to be worked out with both GCC

and the Plano Independent School District (PISD). Ernest

Horany was the contact person with the PISD who coordinated

facilities use with the CCCCD so that fall 1985 classes

could continue under the auspices of CCCCD as they had with

GCC (Toni Allen, personal communication, June 27, 1990).

For the spring semester, CCCCD added high school sites at

Wylie and Farmersville ("Wylie, Farmersville", 1986).

During the months prior to the election to establish

the CCCCD, an interim office, used by Pike and Simonsen, was

established on the sixth floor of the Republic Bank Tower in

Plano (Swan, 1985b). With the addition of Anthony, Allen,

and Payne as full-time employees, offices in the Pitman
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Building at 1309 West 15th street in Plano 
were leased

(CCCCD, 1985h) until the selection of the Central 
Campus

site in McKinney. The same night that the Board approved

the moving of offices to the Pitman Building, the Board

authorized a "Master Plan Study and Site Evaluation" 
(Master

Plan) for District growth from 1985 to the year 2000. 
This

study, directly called for by the CCCCC Feasibility Study,

was awarded to SHWC, Inc. (CCCCD, 1985h).

Because of the pressures from the State regarding FTE,

the Board began preliminary discussions with ten land

developers for possible interim and permanent campus

locations (CCCCD, 1985c). The Board wanted to use the

Master Plan that would be developed later to assist in the

final selection of campus sites. Following Anthony's

appointment, one of his priorities was to work to acquire

one temporary and one permanent site by October, 1985.

Anthony stated that between five thousand and six thousand

students were projected by 1990 and between ten and twelve

thousand students by the end of the century (Brown, 1985).

Board members and Anthony kept in close contact with the

development of the Master Plan as site selection was a

"critical issue". Site selection for the Central Campus

would come just prior to the formal presentation of the

Master Plan to the Board on November 5, 1985 (CCCCD, 1985n).

The Master Plan recommended that three campus sites be built
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by the year 2000. This would accommodate a county

population of over 380,000 by the end of the century.

The Master Plan separated Collin County into zones.

The Plan called for zone 1, which was East Plano, Wylie and

Allen, to be the largest initial site. According to the

Master. Plan, this site should accommodate from 5,000 
to

7,000 students by 1990 and be around 150 acres in size.

Zone 2, which would accommodate the less populated northern

half of the County, should be kept small for the next

fifteen to twenty years while zone 3, the Frisco/West Plano

area around Highway 121 and Preston Road, was developed

(Stevens, 1985d).

In keeping with the Master Plan, the zone 2 site, in

McKinney, was purchased from AP Development Company of

Dallas, and Jim McClain (Swan, 1985c). The site selected

was "Osmond Plaza" located on State Highway 380 near State

Highway 75 in McKinney (CCCCD, 1985k). This site and

adjacent acreage provided a campus of over one hundred acres

and an existing office building of about 130,000 square feet

that had been vacant since it was built in 1984. The price

for the entire package was 23.5 million dollars (Swan,

1985c). As its designed use was as an office building,

conversion to an educational facility required major

modifications. SHWC, Inc., who was awarded the Master Plan

contract, was also awarded the contract to oversee the

renovation of the newly purchased Osmond Plaza (CCCCD, 19851
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& Stevens, 1985c). CCCCD hired Walt Nilson as the Director

of Plant Services to oversee the project as a representative

of the District ("College Meeting", 1985).

To oversee the renovation of the McKinney site, called

the "Central Campus", offices were moved from Plano to 500

West University, in McKinney ("CCCCD Moves", 1985). During

the remainder of the five year period, Anthony's office 
and

the official Board room would be maintained in McKinney.

In December, the CCCCD purchased 92.5 acres in East

Plano for $5,087,000. This was to serve as the zone 1

campus site called for in the Master Plan (CCCCD, 1985p).

In interviews with the press after the Board meeting,

Anthony stated that by 1988, the Board should be able to

determine if the Central Campus would be only an interim

site or developed further as a permanent campus site. Also,

he stated that the Board was also actively engaged in

seeking a site in zone 3 at the West Plano/Frisco boundary

(Zavala, 1985). It would be four full years from that night

before the final site in zone 3 was selected.

Curriculum

The first curricular decision arose when Jim Williams,

Grayson County College President, inquired about the pending

summer 1985 schedule to be offered in Collin County high

schools by Grayson County College (GCC). The Board voted to

allow GCC to continue to offer an eight week summer 1985
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session as they had in the past (CCCCD, 1985b). This

arrangement was negotiated by Pike (CCCCD, 1985c & Pike,

1985) so that CCCCD only had to pay for the support 
services

from the Plano Independent School District (PISD). 
In other

agreements with GCC, the Licensed Vocational Nursing program

was continued in Collin County under GCC for 1985-86 
and

1986-87 (CCCCD, 1985d & 1985e). Also, GCC continued

registration, instructional, and computer services for the

fall 1985 term (CCCCD, 1985h). For the spring 1986 term,

GCC continued to assist with registration, data processing

services, and payroll services for all adjunct faculty

(CCCCD, 1985o). The first meeting following the appointment

of Anthony, the Board set a curriculum goal of holding both

day and night classes in a temporary facility by January,

1986 (CCCCD, 1985g).

The fall 1985 schedule and curriculum approval could

not wait for Anthony's arrival. The Board approved the

class schedule and an agreement was worked out with GCC to

provide the faculty, registration services, and curriculum

to Collin County for the fall 1985. The same night that

course offerings were approved, the Board's Curriculum

Taskforce noted that a proposal from the Texas Real Estate

Commission had been received for the CCCCD to develop a

"prototype" real estate program (CCCCD, 1985d).

At the same time that negotiations with GCC for fall

were taking place, Pike's Staff began processing the
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paperwork for course approval by the Texas 
Education Agency

and the Coordinating Board. By the time Anthony was named

as the new president, much of the preliminary 
work for State

approval of a basic curriculum was in place (CCCCD, 
1985c).

By the end of the fall semester, the CCCCD was ready to

enter the Central Campus facility and begin both day and

night classes. Toni Allen (personal communication, June 27,

1990) took the fall class schedule to Anthony, 
who indicated

how many sections of day and evening classes of each type

the College would offer in the spring. Classes were added

in computer science, business, Spanish, and biology

("Community College Expanding", 1986). Also added were

physical education, public speaking, developmental education

courses, study skills, and choral music courses ("Proposed

Course Descriptions", 1985). From this expanded offerings of

classes, the hiring of faculty began.

At the end of the first year, planning for the second

year was already under way. In preparation for non-credit

courses and the development of College-business linkages,

Joyce Helens was employed as the Director of Community

Education. Helen's husband, John Hart, was also employed to

evaluate the potential for an agricultural program and

horticultural program at the College. If the possibilities

for success looked promising, Hart was to develop a

curriculum for those programs (CCCCD, 1986b).
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Faculty

The faculty for the fall 1985 semester was the same GCC

faculty that had been teaching in the high schools prior 
to

the establishment of the CCCCD. In that first semester, GCC

provided all of the faculty and staff to register 
the

students and paid the full-time faculty members, with

reimbursement from CCCCD (Stevens, 1985b). The liaison from

GCC who worked with CCCCD to coordinate these activities 
was

Dorothy Hefton (Toni Allen, personal communication, June 27,

1990). CCCCD's personnel efforts began with the appointment

of Kim Russell as the Director of Personnel. It would be

her job to quickly establish personnel selection procedures

to prepare for the Spring semester, based on Anthony's

expanded list of curriculum offerings. ("College Meeting",

1985).

The Board and Anthony's staff began working on staffing

the organizational chart that had been approved. A

committee of Judith Carrier, Ruth G. Shaw, and Ed Simonsen

were appointed to screen applicants for the VPI and VPSD

positions and write a summary of the top seven applicants

who would go through the final interview process (Carrier,

Shaw, & Simonsen, 1985). From this list, Deborah Floyd was

selected as the VPSD and Herb Peebles was selected as the

VPI (CCCCD, 1985m).

As has been previously stated, all employees of the

College were invited, and encouraged, to attend the open
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sessions to interview prospective faculty 
members.

Applicants were evaluated by Personnel 
Department staff

members to determine their academic qualifications 
for the

position, while open interviews served 
to test their human

relations skills as well as their ability to 
convey a sense

of enthusiasm for developing new program areas (Toni Allen,

personal communications, June 27, 1990). This process

resulted in the hiring of thirteen energetic faculty 
members

who, it was believed, could sell both themselves 
and their

program.

Several of these new employees, Linda Kraeger in

Computer Science (Hartzog, 1985), Cathy Holt in Art, Steve

Ellis as Dean of Arts and Social Science, Pat DeGeeter in

Office Administration, and Martha Tolleson in English

(CCCCD, 1985p), had been associated with GCC in 
the fall

1985 as either full-time or adjunct instructors. Other new

professors hired were Larry Beck in Business Administration,

Dee Roessler in Criminal Justice, Shelly Lane in Speech

Communications, Martha Ewing in Psychology, Denise Hennicke

in Math, Mary Fields in Chemistry, Leslie Paul in

Accounting, and Rex Parcells in Health and Physical

Education (Kim Russell, personal communication, March,

1990).

Faculty contracts were unlike those at many other Texas

colleges. Most faculty contracts in Texas community

colleges began the forth week in August, just before the
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start of the fall semester. These contracts also ended the

first or second week in May, giving a nine month contract.

At the CCCCD, faculty contracts began September 1, which was

often after classes began. New employees received some

number of additional days of pay for early appearance in

August. The CCCCD faculty contract ended on the last week

day in August. Even though the faculty member was not

required to teach during the summer, the contract obligated

the faculty for a twelve month period. The faculty

reporting date in the fall was the beginning of the second

week in August. During the three week period prior to the

beginning of fall classes, faculty members scheduled office

hours for student advising, participated in student

enrollment, and attended meetings. Faculty members were

also obligated for the two week period prior to the start of

the spring semester in January. With this contract, CCCCD

faculty were obligated for at least 181 work days per year.

A more typical number in Texas ranged between 165 and 170

days. In faculty interviews, several instructors commented

on Anthony's report to the press ("Board Approves Salaries",

1986) that the average teacher pay at the CCCCD was $30,485

with a state-wide average of $30,032. The fact was that

CCCCD faculty pay for a ten month contract, without extra

service, was below the state-wide average for a nine-month

contract, without extra service. This was due to the fact

that the CCCCD, unlike other two-year colleges in the State,
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was new and faculty members could only transfer in 
a maximum

of ten years experience. The years that could be

transferred in were, at best, given only partial service

credit. With the salary schedule that had been devised, a

professor, with an earned PhD degree, and ten years 
of

previous college teaching experience would not 
have been

able to get a ten month contract amount equal to the figure

Anthony reported as being the average teacher salary

(interviewees "A" & "C" & "D", personal communications,

1990).

By the end of January 1986, the District had grown from

four full-time employees to forty-two full-time employees.

Of these, thirteen were full-time teaching faculty members

(CCCCD, 1986a).

Students

The CCCCD student population began with the older,

working student who frequented the night courses offered by

GCC in the local high schools (Toni Allen, personal

communication, June 27, 1990). Brown (1985) reported that

the average age of Collin County night student was 29.

Also, the record indicated that 1,495 students enrolled for

fall classes (Stevens, 1985b & Nogami, 1985). Only eight

out of ninety-nine sections had so few students that the

sections had to be cancelled (CCCCD, 1985j). By the 12th

day, the date that the State accepts for official enrollment
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figure, the enrollment had dropped to 1,326 (Collin County

Community College Facts 1988-1989, 1988). This reflects a

full-time-equivalent (FTE) enrollment of 308 (Curry, 1986b),

which was well below the 600 FTE average needed by the CCCCD

for full State funding.

The source of the student population was mostly from

the same group of students that had been attending the night

classes under GCC. Dorothy Hefton of GCC (Stevens, 1985b)

indicated that many students were those who had previously

attended GCC and that CCCCD enrollment was already having a

negative impact on GCC enrollment figures.

In the spring 1986 semester, the adding of day classes

at the Central Campus greatly increased the student

population (Curry, 1986a). The official, 12th day figures

for that semester indicate that the enrollment more than

doubled to 2,749 students (Collin County Community College

Facts 1988-1989 , 1988). Because the day students usually

took more credit hours than the average night student, this

enrollment increase almost tripled the FTE figure to 869

(Curry, 1986b) and considerably lowered the average age of

the CCCCD student (Toni Allen, personal communication, June

27, 1990).

The 308 FTE for the fall and 869 FTE for the spring

averaged out to 588 FTE for the 1985-86 year. This was just

under the 600 goal that the State had set for full funding.

To increase the FTE, Anthony announced that a special
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mini-semester would begin March 17, 1986. According to

press interviews, Anthony also said that a factor 
in State

funding would be the fact that the CCCCD was at a

disadvantage in that no summer 1985 courses were offered

under the CCCCD name (Curry, 1986b).

Acceptance

From almost the day the CCCCD was conceived in the

minds of Collin County officials, community acceptance

became an issue. Following the creation of the District,

educationalists Simonsen, Pike, and Anthony placed both

community acceptance and accreditation as a top priority

(Walter Pike & John Anthony, personal communication, June

1985). The long-range planning sessions with the budget

indicated that the administrative staff was anticipating

community approval of their efforts as two-thirds of the

budget was dedicated to preparing for District expansion

during the 1986-87 school year (Stevens, 1985a).

Community acceptance was evident by the over 60%

approval rate in the vote that created the District and

approved the bonds. Also, over five hundred citizens worked

on the petition drive that collected over 25,000 voter

signatures on the petition to create the District

("Community College Responds", 1986). Further evidence of

acceptance was the immediate response that students gave
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through day enrollment at the Central Campus during the

spring semester.

One of the most "pressing needs" that the District

faced was acceptance of its courses for transfer to 
other

colleges and universities through the regional accrediting

body, the Southern Association of Colleges and Schools

(SACS). This need was expressed early by Simonsen and later

by Anthony ("Community College Responds", 1986). Soon after

Anthony assumed a full-time role as president, he stated

(Brown, 1985) that accreditation by SACS would take 
between

eighteen months and two years. Efforts began immediately,

however, to prepare for and apply for candidate status so

that courses from the CCCCD would be transferable to senior

institutions. Contact was made and CCCCD was visited by

Bennett Hudson, from SACS, in November (CCCCD, 1985o).

Hudson arranged for a preliminary site visit for candidate

status on February 24 with the full team visit on April 21,

1986 (CCCCD, 1986b). It was indicated to the Board and

staff that the full membership of the SACS would, at its

annual meeting in December, vote on candidate status for the

CCCCD. Approval would be retroactive to January 1, 1986

(Rhoten, 1985).

As the SACS action would not take place until the end

of 1986; and, as accreditation status would only be

retroactive to January 1, a problem arose. What would the

District do about acceptance of the CCCCD courses taken by
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students in the fall of 1985? Toni Allen began writing

letters to the senior institutions in 
Texas to which most of

the CCCCD students transferred. This was done in an attempt

to get a letter of acceptance of CCCCD 
credits on a

school-by-school basis (Toni Allen, personal communication,

June 27, 1990). In December 1985, Billie Collins, a

long-time Assistant Director of Admissions at 
the University

of North Texas, was hired as a Student Development 
Advisor

and Director of Articulation/Transfer (Zavala, 1985). By

January, CCCCD had articulation/transfer agreements 
with

Austin College, East Texas State University, North Texas

State University, Southern Methodist University, Sam Houston

State University, Texas Christian University, Texas A & M

University, The University of Texas at Dallas, The

University of Texas at Arlington, The University of Texas at

Austin, and the University of Dallas ("Four-Year Colleges",

1986). Collins and Allen continued to work with other Texas

schools to get formal letters of acceptance of CCCCD

courses.

Anthony, from his experiences at Portland, knew that

establishing a CCCCD Foundation would be an important step

in increased visibility and support of the District in the

business and industrial community (Elizabeth Henry, personal

communication, January 27, 1989). With this vision, Anthony

announced (CCCCD, 1985o) that he planned to establish a

College Foundation made up of about fifty business and
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industry leaders who would work to establish 
student

scholarships and provide equipment for the "high-tech"

fields as well as for expansion of the library. 
With this

announcement, he indicated that he had a current list of

fifteen to eighteen names to begin efforts to establish 
a

Foundation Board (Rhoten, 1985).

During the first year, Anthony's idea to establish 
an

institutional advancement program resulted in Texas

Instruments (TI) becoming one of the first corporations to

support CCCCD with gifts. TI donated 24 personal computers

and printers to the college with a value of 
over one hundred

thousand dollars (Curry, 1986b). This computer hardware was

used by students taking courses in the Computer Information

Systems and Computer Aided Design programs. Also, the first

full scholarship for the District came from the American

Association of University Women, who agreed to give an

annual award to a female student from one of the Collin

County high schools (CCCCD, 1986b).

It took four full years before a formal CCCCD

Foundation was incorporated and functioning as Anthony

envisioned in 1985. But Anthony's dedication to a

development and advancement program for the CCCCD was

evident within the first ninety days following his

appointment as president. Throughout the first five years,

Anthony continued to work to establish a CCCCD Foundation
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for the support of students, faculty, and curricular program

offerings within the College.



CHAPTER V

THE SECOND YEAR

The Year in Overview

Collin County residents were "optimistic" as the second

year began for the CCCCD. The 1980 population for the

County was 144,500, while the 1986 estimate was 230,000.

County taxes had fallen 22% over the last two years because

the tax base increased over 3.5 billion dollars to 12.6

billion dollars. The Flying M Ranch, a six thousand acre

development, had just become the largest approved zoning

case in Texas history. Southfork Ranch was enjoying over a

half a million visitors per year. Also, the 1985 real

estate figures revealed that volume was up to 3,210 sales

totaling about 400 million dollars ("Collin County Sixth",

1986). In this atmosphere, it seemed as if little could go

wrong for the Collin County Community College District

(CCCCD).

Student numbers increased along with the faculty to

meet student demands. The student increases were necessary,

and welcomed, as the State mandated the CCCCD to have two

thousand full-time-equivalent (FTE) students during the

1986-1987 year. To get full, State funding, the CCCCD had

to meet this target (Curry, 1986b). To further increase

73
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student access and FTE statistics, the CCCCD worked out an

agreement with the University of Texas at Dallas (UTD) for

additional classroom space, while progress continued 
on the

development of a new, permanent campus. The acceptance by

Collin County students was matched by the acceptance

evidenced by articulation agreements with nine additional

senior institutions as well as the granting of "candidate

status" by the Southern Association of Colleges and 
Schools

(SACS). This candidate status allowed the CCCCD to expand

its curricular efforts during the year.

Curriculum efforts mushroomed as the Business and

Industry Division developed citizen advisory committees 
to

work with faculty members on establishing new degree and

certificate programs. By the end of the year, thirteen new

Associate of Applied Science Degree programs were

established by over 250 citizens serving on taskforces.

The integration of the District into the business and

industrial community continued through a re-structuring of

non-credit instruction. Also, the District began applying

for grants for curriculum development projects in both

credit and non-credit instruction. The second year was one

of solid growth and facilities development, which assured

the continued development of the CCCCD.
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Philosophy and Policy Decisions

The year began with a heated race for 
a position on the

CCCCD Board. The political contest was between incumbent

Trustee Crawford and Glen Justice, a mortgage banker. The

policy decisions of the District with 
regard to facilities

and taxes were the issues. Justice, who had served on the

Steven F. Austin State University Board of Regents for

twelve years (Curry, 1986c), ran on the issue of

extravagance in planning for the proposed Plano 
campus. He

stated that it was not necessary to build the "Taj Mahal"

(Curry, 1986d) and "overburden the taxpayer" (Curry, 1986c).

In the preliminary count, Justice beat Crawford 4,386 
to

4,353 ("Area Elections", 1986). In a recount, an additional

69 votes were found for Justice to confirm his victory over

Crawford ("Crawford Looses", 1986). In other races,

Trustees Sewell and Olivier were re-elected (Collin County

Community College District [CCCCD], 1986d).

As the year progressed, the Board continued to work in

harmony toward the development of the Plano campus, which

was known as the Spring Creek Campus (SCC), so that this

permanent campus site would be operational by the 
fall of

1988 (CCCCD, 1986e). The Board continued to support

President Anthony's philosophy of increasing student access

and a flexible administration.

The financial condition of the District was solid as a

beginning fund balance of over $500,000 dollars 
was reported
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(CCCCD, 1986f). The college funding from the State 
looked

secure as Pike projected (CCCCD, 1986g) that the contact

hours would be over 1.3 million. He stated that this would

equal a projected 2,200 FTE (CCCCD, 1986h); greater than the

2,000 FTE required for full State funding. 
In another

policy decision, the Board set tuition rates 
to twelve

dollars per credit hour for in-county students, 
sixteen

dollars per credit hour for out-of-county students, and

forty-five dollars per credit hour for 
out-of-state students

(CCCCD, 1987c). These decisions allowed for an operating

budget for 1986-87 of $8,039,000 (CCCCD, 1986h). This

healthy financial condition allowed the tax rate for the

year to remain unchanged (Aho, 1986).

Organizational Structure and Administration

The operational word for the CCCCD in the second year

was "independence". Anthony continued to fill top

administrative positions with those who could act

independently and effectively to develop their program 
areas

without close supervision (John Anthony, personal

communication, July 3, 1990). Also, a major goal of the

second year was to get the computer system operational so

that the CCCCD would be completely independent of Grayson

County College's (GCC) computing services. This

independence would allow greater statistical analysis 
of
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student data, facilitating future District planning (Toni

Allen, personal communication, June 27, 1990).

The first administrative appointment of the year 
was

Lillie Payne, Dean of Business and Industry (CCCCD, 1986d).

Under her leadership, this Division would lead in the

development of occupational and technical courses 
and

Applied Science degrees and certificate 
programs. The

appointment of Juanita Austin as the Director 
of

Developmental Education marked the beginning of 
the

development of a student support system in writing, English,

and math (CCCCD, 1986i).

By July, a major change in the organizational structure

had developed. Community Education was taken out from under

the Vice-President for Instruction. Director Joyce Helens

now answered directly to Anthony under the new title of

"Dean for Continuing Education and Economic Development"

("Collin College Staff", 1986). In this more independent

position, Helens would have the authority to promote

non-credit instruction as more than the "hobby" type courses

previously offered under the title of "Community Education".

Her vision included non-credit professional courses,

business and industry contract training, and small business

development and assistance (CCCCD, 1986k). Also, this

allowed for the appointment of additional Directors to

promote specific programs. In support of this

organizational change, Trustee Cox stated that business and
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economic development was one of the main reasons that 
Collin

County residents wanted a community college (CCCCD, 1986k).

Anthony continued to promote the concept of College

development and perceived the need for more coordination in

the area of public information. Because of this, Elizabeth

"Beth" Henry was appointed as Director of Development, and

answered directly to the President. The Director of

Institutional Research, Gerry Perkus (CCCCD, 1986i), was put

under Henry's direction ("Collin County Staff",, 1986).

Henry's success in attracting grant money was evident 
as she

was able to secure three Carl Perkins vocational grants

totaling $42,450.00 (CCCCD, 1987a).

To implement Anthony's plan for developing the

District's computer services, William "Bill" Dillingham was

appointed Director of Computing Services. His job was to

develop the on-line VAX-760 computer (CCCCD, 1986f) so that

the CCCCD could be independent of the computer services that

were being contracted with Grayson County College ("Collin

County Staff", 1986). Getting important student data from

GCC was becoming more difficult, as they had their own

projects that were getting priority (Toni Allen, personal

communication, June 27, 1990). Dillingham worked with

Registrar, Lew Connor, so that by October, the District was

able to produce its own transcripts, and had converted all

GCC enrollment data over to the CCCCD system (CCCCD, 1986j).

1 limm m
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Facilities

In contrast to the previous year, major facilities

issues would be infrequent. The problem at hand was

finalizing the arrangements for the Spring Creek Campus

(SCC) site in East Plano. The major block to the completion

of the acquisition project, was the reluctance of the Ernest

Conner's family to negotiate for twenty-two acres 
that the

CCCCD needed to go with the adjacent acreage that the

District purchased. The Board voted to obtain the needed

acreage either by negotiation or condemnation (CCCCD,

1986f). The CCCCD negotiated with the family for seventeen

acres at a cost of $55,000 per acre, the same price as paid

for the other acreage. This gave the SCC site a total of

107 acres (Wargo, 1987a).

With the land issue settled, the Board approved the

sale of thirty-five million dollars in bonds to purchase the

property and began the construction of 240,000 square feet

of building space in phase I (CCCCD, 1986d) of the SCC

project ("Bond Sale Approved", 1986). The groundbreaking

took place on December 6, 1986, at 1:30 in the afternoon

(CCCCD, 1986k).

As the seventy million bond issue passed in 1985 was

for the purchase of all three campus sites (CCCCD, 1986j),

the zone 3 site in West Plano was studied throughout the

year (CCCCD, 1986d). In August 1986, Anthony secured Board

approval to purchase 180 acres in West Plano at a cost 
of
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$41,000 per acre (CCCCD, 1986h). This land purchase was

delayed, and was not discussed further, 
in public, for the

rest of the year. Although it seemed as if the purchase of

the third campus site was eminent, it took three more years

before a final decision on the campus location was finally

made.

To increase the FTE for the 1986-87 year, the CCCCD

finalized an agreement with UTD for enough space to add up

to seventy course sections beginning in the fall 
of 1986.

This resulted in as many as 2,000 students being on the 
UTD

campus in CCCCD courses. The agreement included CCCCD

providing its own equipment, a special section in the UTD

library for CCCCD students, and CCCCD student "courtesy

cards" for UTD library use. The UTD administration

commented that this could give some UTD graduate students

teaching opportunities which they did not now have (Woods,

1986).

Curriculum

Curriculum expansion was taking place on almost all

fronts. The changes were so numerous, that Anthony had the

deans and directors of expanding programs come to Board

meetings to give informative presentations to Board members.

Major developments occurred in the Divisions of 
Arts and

Social Science (A&SS), Business and Industry (B&I), the
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Library Resource Center (LRC), and in Continuing 
Education

and Economic Development (CEED).

Steve Ellis, A&SS Dean, reported to the Board (CCCCD,

19861) that the Division consisted of courses 
that were

primarily designed for transfer to senior 
institutions.

Courses were offered in English, history, government,

psychology, sociology, geography, speech, art, art history,

humanities, philosophy, religion, and foreign studies. Two

vocational programs in Criminal Justice and Child

Development were also in the Division. He also reported to

the Board on the "Month in Paris" program, which was a

central portion of the foreign studies program. It was

reported that the A&SS Division had fifteen full-time 
and

forty-five adjunct instructors.

Lillie Payne, B&I Dean, and Marvin Wittrock, B&I

Associate Dean, reported to the Board (CCCCD, 1987a) that

they currently had sixteen full-time and sixty-five adjunct

instructors. The Division had courses in economics,

accounting, and business administration for transfer to

senior institutions. The occupational-technical program

areas included Fashion Marketing, Financial Management,

Office Administration, Legal Assistant, and Management

Information Systems.

In an interview, Payne stated that each of the thirteen

program areas in the B&I Division appointed advisory

committees that averaged fifteen members each. More than

---
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250 citizens worked with the faculty to develop Applied

Science Degree and Certificate options. The Applied Science

Degrees and Certificates were set up for 
Criminal Justice,

Legal Assistant, Financial Management, Fire Science,

Emergency Medical Technology, Child Development, Fashion

Marketing, Management Information Systems, Small Business

Management, Real Estate, Office Administration, 
Engineering

Technology, and Horticulture & Landscape Design (Wargo,

1986b).

The B&I Division was planning for the development of

new programs in the "high technology" areas of computer

science and engineering. One of these, announced by Herb

Peebles, Vice-President for Instruction, was "Software

Development". This computer science program, sponsored by a

grant from the Texas Higher Education Coordinating 
Board

(Coordinating Board), was called "the model 
for the State"

(CCCCD, 1986g).

Other programs that were being developed for future

implementation were programs in Computer Aided Drafting and

Design and in Electronics (CCCCD, 1986h). These two

programs were being developed under supervision 
of the

Program Advisory Council, chaired by Texas Instruments 
(TI)

senior fellow and systems engineer, Russ Logan ("Collin

County Community College Offers", 1986). The development of

the curriculum was coordinated with the Electrical

Engineering and Computer Science Departments of the
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University of Texas at Dallas (UTD) so that students could

transfer directly into those programs ("Collin County

College, UTD", 1986).

The proposed degree programs as well as 
the curriculum

for the new programs in Software Development and Engineering

were presented to the Coordinating Board for 
approval.

Peebles stated that 100 percent of the programs 
were

approved for State, vocational funding for the next 
year

(CCCCD, 1986g).

The LRC developed an area known as the "Alternative

Learning Center (ALC)" ("College Alternative", 1986) to

assist students with their coursework. Equipment such as

slide/tape machines, IBM personal computers, video disk

players, and VHS tape players were purchased. 
These

machines were used by students to implement self-paced

programs, purchased from HBJ Corporation, in math, English,

biology, humanities, psychology, and accounting. The entire

works of the National Gallery of Art had been purchased on

video disk to support the art and art history courses. To

assist students in the use of these machines and programmed

materials, all LRC staff members received special training.

In commenting on staff preparation, Director Steve Prouty

stated that the College "wants to balance technology with

human interaction" (Rhoten, 1986).

Helens and her staff in the CEED struck an agreement

with Memory-Tech, a subsidiary of Mitsubishi. The CCCCD

Wpm; MwAo, ---
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became a corporate training center for English language

classes for Japanese supervisors, Japanese classes for

American supervisors, technical training for technicians and

assembly workers, and plant management and work skills

courses. The funding for these, according to Anthony, came

from Job Training Partnership Act funds as 
well as from the

Texas Economic Development Commission (Martin, 1986).

Faculty

Student growth and expansion of programs prompted 
a

rapid increase in faculty. New faculty hired were Barbara

Eubanks in Real Estate, Larry Collins in History, Billie

Cunningham in Accounting, Sue Goddard in Office

Administration, Gary Hodge in Sociology, Sharon Hosak in

Math, Tony Howard in English, Jocelyn Chadwick-Joshua 
in

English, Randy Lechleitner in Computer Science, 
Jeff Edwards

in Economics, Gordon O'Neil in English, Tom Rodgers in Math,

Janet Ross in Humanities, Russell Kunz in Management, Mike

Cohick in Economics, Lin Moore in Child Development, Fawn

Mahajan in Fashion Marketing ("County College Adds", 1986),

Joe Jaynes in History, Bill Hanks in Management Information

Systems ("Faculty", 1986), Lawrence Miller in Government, Jo

Dane Autry in Management Information Systems, Mike Broyles

in Physics, Janet Shriver in Humanities, Karen Hayden in

Developmental Writing, Pat McAuliff in Fire Science and

Emergency Medical Technology, and Deborah White in Sociology
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and Psychology (Kim Russell, personal communication, 
March

20, 1990).

The large increase in faculty still did 
not dilute the

feeling of "family", as everyone had offices at the Central

Campus. This facilitated the involvement of the faculty 
and

staff members in the selection of new faculty and

administration. Also, being in one building facilitated 
the

interaction of new faculty members with the existing faculty

and staff (Kim Russell, personal communication, June 17,

1990).

Students

For the historical record, the first scholarship was

awarded in May, by the American Association of University

Women. The scholarship was awarded to Lisa Cohen, of Allen

high school. Cohen's declared major was computer science

("Over $12,000", 1986).

Summer 1986 was the first time summer courses were

offered by the CCCCD. Billie Collins reported (CCCCD, 1986f

& 1986g) that the summer enrollment was high due to "reverse

transfer" students. She explained to the Board that reverse

transfer students were those who attend senior institutions

in the fall and spring, and came back to take courses at

CCCCD during the summer. The 1986 Summer I, II, and III

sessions recorded a student enrollment of 2,140.
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Fall enrollment saw a preliminary figure of 3,875

students (CCCCD, 1986i), an increase of 192% over the fall

1985 figure of 1,326 (Lang, 1986). With the CCCCD computer

on-line, analysis of the student records indicated that 65%

were female, 70% were over 21, and 91% were white,

non-hispanic (CCCCD, 1986i). In an analysis of State

enrollment figures, CCCCD had the largest enrollment

increase in Texas with an official figure of 189% 
increase

("UTD Enrollment", 1986). Nationally, CCCCD led as the

fastest growing community college in the country. Dan

Savage, with the American Association of Community and

Junior Colleges, stated ("Enrolling Students", 1987) that

community colleges were growing at a national rate of 2.5%

while the CCCCD was leading the Nation with a growth rate of

about 190%.

The fall 1986 enrollment grew to officially stand at

3,921 credit and 508 non-credit students, totaling 4,429

students. The spring 1987 enrollment increased to 5,057

students, with 3,929 credit and 1,128 non-credit students

(Collin County Community College Facts 1988-1989, 1988).

The age range for the CCCCD students was 13 years to 72

years of age. Eighteen percent of the students were taking

twelve hours or more of credit courses. Also, over half of

the students were taking courses for transfer to senior

institutions (CCCCD, 1987b).
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Student enrollment was responding to increased

recruitment efforts that were developed as a result of a

student survey conducted by the Office of Institutional

Research (McDonald, 1986). These efforts included the

establishment of "College Night". This activity brought in

hundreds of high school seniors from Collin County high

schools to the Central Campus to explore higher education

institutions, including the CCCCD ("College Night", 1987).

In addition to the "College Night" project, Student

Development staff members went to every high school in

Collin County, where they talked to 762 students in the

first week. The CCCCD also increased their advertising

efforts in the local news media to attract students to the

vocational programs being offered at the College ("CCCC

Representatives", 1986). Another important element in

student recruitment was the approval of the CCCCD for

Veteran's Administration funding ("Collin County College

Students", 1987).

Support increased for the growing student population,

whose average age was decreasing. In a spring Board

meeting, Deborah Floyd, Vice-President for Student

Development, introduced the Student Development staff who

provided student support services. Services included peer

advising and academic advising by all degreed faculty and

staff members, including Anthony. Career planning and job

placement services, including resume development and
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interviewing skills, were also provided. Student activities

currently had nine active organizations and clubs. Also,

with the "Next Step" program, the College provided transfer

assistance to those students planning to transfer 
their

credits to senior institutions. This program also provided

tours of eight local colleges and universities. Student

testing and assessment services worked with students 
to

asses their reading, writing, and math skills to assist in

student academic placement. Also, the Academic College Test

and Scholastic Achievement Test were given, as well as

career testing and guidance and personality testing (CCCCD,

1987b). Throughout the CCCCD's period of expansion, Anthony

supported Floyd in her efforts to provide support services

to help insure student success (Deborah Floyd, personal

communication, November, 1989).

Acceptance

The SACS accreditation site visit was one of the most

important items on the agenda as the year began. The

visiting committee was composed of Olin Wood, Vice-President

for Instruction from Ashville-Buncombe Technical College in

North Carolina; Tony Tate, Vice-President for Business at

Palm Beach Junior College in Florida; Elizabeth Cooper,

Director of Natural Science at Sneed State Junior College in

Alabama; Jim Brown, Dean of Students at Manatu Junior

College in Florida (Swan, 1986); and Martha Nesbitt,

0
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Vice-President for Academic Affairs at Dekalb Community

College in Clarkston, Georgia (Wargo, 1986a).

Following a site visit by the SACS team. the committee

held a conference and presented their summary findings. 
The

committee had several recommendations for the CCCCD as well

as several accolades. The committee recognized the CCCCD

for its "focus on the student". With the additional course

offerings which were being added in the fall semester, the

SACS team felt that the CCCCD met the Association's

curriculum requirements (Wargo, 1986a). Candidate status in

the SACS was granted at its annual convention in Atlanta,

retroactive to January 1, 1986 (CCCCD, 19861).

Acceptance from senior institutions increased. Written

agreements to accept CCCCD transfer credits were received

from Baylor University, Lamar University, Midwestern State

University, Southwestern University, Southwest Texas State

University, Stephen F. Austin State University, Texas Tech

University, Texas Women's University, and Trinity University

("More Colleges", 1986).

The CCCCD joined, and actively participated in, several

regional groups. The CCCCD was a co-host, with the Dallas

County Community College District, of the Annual Meeting of

the American Association of Community and Junior Colleges

(CCCCD, 1986e). The College was also approved for

membership in the Association for Higher Education (CCCCD,

1986i), a consortium of 20 public and private colleges and
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universities in the North Texas area that worked together to

share library services as well as coordinate curriculum

development activities ("College Member", 1986). The CCCCD

also assisted in the establishment of the Community College

Council of North Texas (CCCNT) with Cook County College,

Grayson County College, Dallas County Community College

District, Tarrant County Junior College District, and

Weatherford Junior College. According to Anthony

("Community Colleges Establish", 1986), the potential

benefits possible by the establishment of the consortium

were instructional television, continuing education

resources, staff development, general public service

promotions, marketing research, and joint marketing efforts.

The first effort at measuring internal acceptance was a

student survey conducted by Gerry Perkus, Director of

Institutional Research, in the fall 1986 semester (CCCCD,

1986j). This survey revealed an overall positive student

reaction to the College as well as several weaknesses in the

CCCCD recruitment efforts. While CCCCD students rated the

District with an approval score of 4.3 out of a possible

high score of 5, only 7% had received information about the

District from high school visits. Also, its was shown that

only 2% of the students chose CCCCD for its vocational

offerings (McDonald, 1986). This survey resulted in

increased advertising for the Office Administration program

as well as other vocational courses, increased visits to
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high school campuses, and the sponsoring of the "College

Night" program ( "CCCC Representatives", 1986)..



CHAPTER VI

THE THIRD YEAR

The Year in Overview

The 1987-88 year involved all faculty, staff, and the

Collin County Community College District (CCCCD) Board of

Trustees (Board) members in the planning of the Spring Creek

Campus (SCC) facilities. Increasing student growth strained

the existing Central Campus facilities to its limits.

Hiring additional full-time faculty was tempered by the 
lack

of faculty office space as well as rooms to schedule

additional course sections. This placed additional pressure

on the administration and Board to carefully monitor the 
SCC

building project to see that the new campus was completed 
in

time for the fall 1988 semester.

With the imminent completion of the SCC, the faculty

and staff remained in a constant "planning" mode. In

preparation for the fall, many meetings at the program,

division, and all-college level were held. The

implementation of the "Strategic Planning" process was a

natural occurrence for the faculty, staff, and Board during

this third year. The many surveys conducted by the CCCCD

staff gave the faculty and administration the feed-back

92
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necessary for the timely development of future programs 
and

facilities.

Both internal and external acceptance of the college

increased as reflected in increasing enrollments, Anthony's

popularity among his peers in the North Texas region, and

the student surveys conducted by members of the CCCCD staff.

Grants continued to increase as well as gifts from local,

major corporations. As one journalist said (Avant, 1988a),

"Where do you go from here?...".

Philosophy and Policy Decisions

The year began in a budget crunch, as the State fell

short of money and reduced its aid to the CCCCD by $400,000.

To compensate, the Board instituted a one dollar per credit

hour activity fee that would maximize at five dollars.

Also, the Board set a five dollar lab fee for all computer

science, art, and science classes (CCCCD, 1987d). In an

additional policy action, the Board raised the tax rate

three mills to 8.3 cents per hundred dollar valuation on

real property (CCCCD, 1987h). In a controversial move, the

CCCCD awarded a tax abatement, in conjunction with other

governmental bodies, for J. C. Penney Corporation. This tax

abatement package was sponsored by the local governments as

an incentive for the corporation to relocate their national

headquarters to the Plano area (CCCCD, 1987k).
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With regard to faculty and staff, the Board increased

Anthony's income for the second consecutive year. They also

increased his tax free annuity contribution from 
twelve

thousand to fifteen thousand dollars per year. For other

employees, increases ranged from 2.5 per cent to 3.5 percent

(CCCCD, 1987h). For all employees, the Board approved a

"flexible benefit plan" (CCCCD, 1987g), and a pre-tax

spending account that met the requirements of the 
Internal

Revenue Service for tax free benefits. As an added employee

benefit, out-of-county tuition rates were waived for all

employees, their spouses, and dependents (CCCCD, 1987k).

One of the State initiatives during the year was the

adoption of the Texas Academic Skills Program (TASP) 
test.

Several faculty members served on State steering committees

which provided input in the development of TASP objectives

and procedures. Anthony and other senior administrators

gave interviews and speeches (Jorgensen, 1988b) that decried

the test. In several speeches, Anthony declared that TASP

stood for "That's Another Stupid Program" (John Anthony,

personal communication, March, 1988). The reason for the

negative reaction to the TASP test was that, according to

Anthony and other top administrators, it would restrict

access of students to higher educational opportunities in

Texas's community colleges. Floyd stated (Jorgensen, 1988b)

that the CCCCD, as did many other community colleges, had a
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local assessment test that did what TASP was attempting 
to

accomplish.

Anthony met with presidents from Cooke County College,

Hill Junior College, Vernon Regional Junior College, Grayson

County College, and Weatherford Junior College in an effort

to form an athletic conference for basketball, volleyball,

and tennis. It was planned for this conference, to be known

as the "Red River" conference (Rex Parcells, personal

communication, July 26, 1990), to become a part of the

National Junior College Athletic Association (CCCCD, 1988b).

The development of this conference never materialized 
as the

Athletic Directors of the various schools did not complete

the planning required to bring the plan to fruition 
(Rex

Parcells, personal communication, July 27, 1990).

Another important decision was made when Anthony

implemented "Strategic Planning" as a priority for this

year. The need for "scanning the environment" in which

CCCCD was operating would, in Anthony's view, allow the

College to become "pro-active" in its planning for future

change rather than "reactive" to immediate events 
(Gerry

Perkus, personal communication, April 16, 1989). Gerry

Perkus, Director of Institutional Research, introduced and

outlined the strategic planning process to the Board (CCCCD,

1987k). In his presentation, he explained the theory behind

the "strategic planning" model as well as the role each

group of employees would play in its implementation. 
In an
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interview, Anthony supported Perkus's presentation by

stating (Avant, 1988a) that strategic planning was being

implemented in an effort to more effectively prepare 
for the

rapid growth that the CCCCD was experiencing.

Orcianizational Structure and Administration

As there was not much room for growth until the SCC was

completed, the administrative structure remained static. 
A

major change in administration took place when Herb Peebles

left and Steve Ellis, previously Dean of Arts and Social

Sciences, became the new Vice-President for Instruction

("Ellis Named", 1987).

Two administrative accolades were given to CCCCD during

the year. The first came as a one thousand dollar award for

innovations in cost reductions from the National Association

of College and University Business Officers (NACUBO). CCCCD

saved $31,600 in personnel costs by use of The Corporate

Interviewing Network (CIN), to interview job finalists. In

this process, the faculty and staff developed questions to

be asked of the finalists. These questions were faxed to

the CIN, who video-taped the interviews with the finalists.

The interview tapes were sent to the CCCCD within one week.

Side benefits of this process included increased

objectivity, effective screening of candidates, and a

decrease in the evaluation time ("CCCC Collects", 1987).
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The second kudo came following an audit of 
the CCCCD

contact hours, by the Texas Higher Education Coordinating

Board (Coordinating Board). No errors in accounting for

student contact hours were found. It was noted that the

CCCCD was one of only five community colleges 
in Texas that

did not have to return funds because of administrative

errors (CCCCD, 1988b).

Facilities

The increase in enrollment put a heavy demand 
on the

existing facilities at the Central Campus. The fall 1987

enrollment increase caused a shortage of chairs, textbooks,

and parking space. Classes were held in storage rooms as

well as in the Board room. Anthony stated that he saw

students sitting on the floor sharing textbooks. 
Staff

members reported seeing Anthony in the parking lot directing

traffic. The College added five full-time and fifty adjunct

instructors to handle the influx of students (Avant, 1987).

Because of the daily strain, Anthony and the Board spent 
the

year carefully planning and working with contractors 
so that

the Spring Creek Campus (SCC) would open, on time, in the

fall. The District also worked closely with the City of

Plano to see that the contracts for the Jupiter Road and

Spring Creek Parkway projects were awarded in time 
to be

completed by the fall (CCCCD, 1987d). The tentative date

for the official ribbon cutting ceremony was set for August

WIMP
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27, 1988 (CCCCD, 1988c). Anthony stated that the strategic

planning process that had been implemented, 
resulted in

moving up the 1990-91 plans to the 1988-89 school year.

Also, the CCCCD moved up the time-table for expanding the

Allied Health programs and the "high-technology" vocational

programs. Staffing increased approximately 20%, and the

Library Resource Center (LRC) collection increased from

twenty-five thousand to thirty-five thousand volumes (Avant,

1988a).

The Board approved the release of funds to implement

Phase 2 of the SCC building project which completed one of

the second floor modules on the new campus (CCCCD, 1987k).

Anthony stated (CCCCD, 1988c) that completing B module ahead

of schedule would add ten classrooms and nine faculty

offices, for a total of 11,286 square feet. The Board

approved the $363,000 needed to move this expansion project

up by two years. It was also made clear by Anthony, that an

additional 70,000 square feet might be needed for additional

developmental courses as a result of implementing the TASP

test (CCCCD, 1988c).

In other facilities planning, the Board approved the

engineering services for a microwave link to connect both

campuses (CCCCD, 1987i). Also, engineering services for a

data network, to integrate the SCC by computer, was approved

(CCCCD, 1987k).
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Curriculum

The faculty spent many hours preparing the curriculum

that was implemented on the SCC in the fall. In the

Business and Industry (B&I) Division, small business

management courses were implemented to teach entrepreneurs

how to evaluate the feasibility of their idea and the

marketability of the product or service. Financial support

for start-up and managerial skills and techniques were also

included in the curriculum (Cohick, 1987). Banking and

Finance programs were included in this curriculum effort to

support Collin County businesses. In the spring 1988, the

Management Information Systems program was converted to

Computer Information Systems (CIS). Courses for this

revised program were developed and submitted to the

Coordinating Board. Many of the new CIS courses were

created to support the Small Business Management and Office

Administration programs (Jo Dane Autry, personal

communication, April 12, 1988).

In the Office Administration program, mini-sessions

were offered in office skills to prepare workers to enter or

re-enter the job market. Included in this program were

typing, calculator, accounting, word processing, and record

management skills ("CCCC Offers Office", 1987).

The grant for the Software Development program was

received. This $35,052 grant was used to develop a two-year

program to train software technicians and assistant
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programmers who could go to work in local 
computer

industries (Jorgensen, 1988a).

To support the concept of "experiential learning", a

weekly one hour lab component, to supplement and support the

more traditional lecture material, was 
added to most

courses. An institutional goal was to have experiential

learning as a component of all courses 
in the CCCCD

curriculum. To support this, additional computer 
software

and programmed materials were purchased 
and placed in the

LRC and computer labs. These materials were available to

students taking courses in math, English, history,

government, and humanities. An example of these support

materials was the math software used to create 
lab exercises

that simulated business and industrial applications. 
This

lab component was incorporated as a part of the 
course

syllabus. To support history courses, a set of video

cassettes that chronicled the important events 
of the 20th

century were purchased (Pryzand, 1987). The development of

"experiential learning" continued throughout the 1987-88

year. Also, the Library/Resource Center collection 
was

increased to over 50,000 titles on the shelves (CCCCD,

1988a).

In the fall, a concurrent enrollment program for high

school students was implemented in American government. 
A

companion course in economics was planned 
for those same

students in the spring semester. These courses were
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available to all Collin County high school students who had

their own transportation and had approval from their local

school district ("Concurrent Enrollment", 1987).

By the end of the fall semester, the CCCCD was awarded

a $40,200 grant from the Coordinating Board to develop 
model

articulation programs with the thirteen Collin County high

school districts ("CCCC Awarded State", 1987). This grant

provided for the development of articulation agreements

whereby students could receive both high school and college

credit for work completed during their junior and/or senior

years in high school. This credit would then be accepted by

certain senior colleges and universities toward a Bachelor's

degree. This type of articulation is called a "2+2+2"

agreement. This grant assisted in the development of

agreements in Computer Aided Drafting and Design, Office

Administration, Fashion Marketing, Child Development, and

Electronics (Roberta Kess, personal communication, July 26,

1990).

In Continuing Education and Economic Development, Joyce

Helens negotiated a $250,000 grant from Job Training

Partnership Act funds. This grant was given to develop an

"older workers program" that would serve as a State Model

(CCCCD, 1987f). This grant provided for the evaluation of

the program's successes, for possible extension of funding.

At the end of the third year, the CCCCD reached

agreement with the Dallas County Community College District
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(DCCCD) to waive out-of-county 
tuition for students

participating in the "Semester Abroad" 
program. In this

reciprocal partnership, CCCCD offered 
a semester in France,

while the DCCCD offered a semester in Rome (CCCCD, 1988c).

In another agreement with the DCCCD, the CCCCD

sub-contracted to offer telecourses on KERA Channel 
13, in

Dallas ("Community College Trustees", 1988). In this

arrangement, students only had to be on the CCCCD campus 
to

take exams, complete any required lab assignments, and 
meet

with faculty members (CCCCD, 1988c).

Faculty

Throughout the third year, the CCCCD continued to

advertise for faculty positions that would be 
filled at the

completion of the SCC. By July 1987, the College had

received over 5,000 applications for the faculty openings

(Pryzand, 1987). The student population continued to grow,

the number of sections increased, but the number of

full-time faculty members remained relatively low. With a

fall 1987 enrollment of 6,396 students, there were only

forty-two full-time faculty members. Hundreds of adjunct

faculty were hired to fill in for the rest of the sections

("Collin County Community College", 1987).

New employees for the Fall included Mike Crawford in

Music, Susan Forshaw in Physical Education (Pryzand, 1987),

Kay Mizell in English, Glenn Adams in Computer 
Aided Design,
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Tony McRae in Electronics and Engineering 
Technology

("Community College Increases 
Staff", 1987), Jean Helgeson

in Biology, Peggy Brown in English, John 
Sweitzer in

Emergency Medical Technology ("College 
Hires", 1987), Diane

Trimble in Math, and Sherill Cobb in English (Kim Russell,

personal communication, March 20, 1990).

The increased student enrollment necessitated

increasing the faculty by five in the spring 
1987 semester

(Avant, 1987). These new professors were David Garrison 
in

Political Science, Ron Kern in Management Information

Systems ("New Professors", 1988), Curtis Ward in Software

Development ("College Hires", 1987), June Van Cleef in

Photography, and Linda Thompson in Office Administration

(Kim Russell, personal communication, March 
20, 1990).

In the fall, the faculty organized a Faculty Senate and

elected Martha Ewing as its first president (CCCCD, 1987j).

This organization met to discuss campus and faculty 
issues

as well as offer input to the administration on policy

issues. The faculty also selected Martha Ewing of the Arts

and Social Science Division as well as Rex Parcells of the

Science and Health Divisions as nominees for the Minnie

Stevens Piper Award for the CCCCD. The award was won by

Billie Cunningham of the Business and Industry Division.

Faculty development programs were instituted. Each

dean was given a budget for faculty travel and conference

expenses. These funds were also made available for travel

NOWWROW , Immou"
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and expenses for the annual Texas Junior 
College Teacher's

Association (TJCTA) meeting, which was 
held in Dallas. The

planning for faculty development included modifying 
the

school's calendar so that the CCCCD campus 
was closed on the

Friday of the TJCTA convention (Lillie Palmer, 
personal

communication, February, 1988).

Students

The first graduation ceremony was conducted 
on

Saturday, May 16, 1987. Michelle Lynn Allen was the first

graduate of the College, and was a member of a class of

thirteen. In that class were two CCCCD employees; Peggy

Burch and Glenda DeLeon ("First Graduation", 1987).

Enrollment continued to increase throughout 1987. The

summer 1987 enrollment total was 3,482. This reflected an

increase of over 50% from the 1986 figure of 2,164 (CCCCD,

1987h). Because of the extensive promotional efforts during

the previous year, over 15% of all 1987 Collin County 
high

school graduates came to the CCCCD ("CCCC Awarded State",

1987). Enrollment for the fall semester, according to

Anthony, had been projected at 5,900 credit and non-credit

students (Avant, 1987). The first day enrollment figures

pointed to a revised enrollment projection 
of over 6,000.

The official enrollment for the semester was 4,994

credit and 1,402 non-credit students (Collin County

Community College Facts 1988-1989, 1988). This enrollment
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figure indicated an increase of 30% over the fall 1986

figure. This statistic was the highest in 
the State, which

was experiencing an average increase of only 
4% ("Collin

County Leads", 1987). While this growth was pointed to with

pride, an enrollment figure of 6,396, as previously noted,

put a strain on the Central Campus facilities (Avant, 1987).

Analysis of enrollment patterns revealed that 
19% of

the students were in occupational programs while 
29% were in

transfer programs. The median student age had fallen from

29 at the inception of the College to a current median age

of 26 ("Collin County Community College", 1987).

A faculty and staff concern was the number of students

coming to the College without the necessary skills to be

successful. To assist these students, the College

implemented a series of six seminars. These seminars were

(a) how to study, (b) note taking, (c) reading, (d) test

taking, (e) vocabulary, and (f) spelling ("Student Success",

1987). Efforts were also continued to increase the

visibility of the CCCCD in the community. To increase

community visibility, the College began producing a thirty

minute weekly television program on Telecable of Plano.

Speech Professor Shelly Lane and Dean of Students Mary

Rabaut alternated as moderators (CCCCD, 1987e).

The spring 1988 enrollment held steady at 6,376, of

which 4,774 were credit students and 1,602 were non-credit

students (Collin County Community College Facts 1988-1989,
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1988). As no additional space was available 
to add course

sections, the enrollment figure was forced to remain fairly

stable until the SCC opened in the fall of 1988.

The fall enrollment figure was expected to increased 
by

over 30% due to the opening of the SCC. To assist in

registration of these students, Registrar 
Lew Connor

presented the concept of a telephone voice response

registration system to the Board. This registration system

was proposed to help alleviate the long 
enrollment lines

expected during registration (CCCCD, 1988b).

Acceptance

With the Office of Institutional Research in operation,

five major surveys were conducted in 1987. These surveys

were given to elicit, from different groups, perceptions 
of

the College's stated mission, goals, programs, services, and

facilities. To assist in future planning, responses were

requested with regard to needs and wishes for 
future

programs and facilities planning and development. 
These

surveys were given to high school educators, business men

and women, community residents, high school seniors, and

CCCCD students (Gerry Perkus, personal communication, July

3, 1990).

In May 1987, 163 educators from Collin County high

schools completed the above mentioned survey. Analysis of

the results indicated that the respondents felt that the
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College was only "Fairly Visible" in its efforts to reach

out to the public schools. The survey revealed 
that 75% of

the respondents did refer students to CCCCD 
for four main

reasons (a) convenient location, (b) good for transition to

a four-year school, (c) low in cost, and (d) a high quality

education. The reason given for not referring students 
was

simply insufficient knowledge about the 
District.

When comparing CCCCD with other area community colleges

and four-year colleges, CCCCD rated as the top school. The

educators rated CCCCD first in reasonable cost 
and public

relations efforts. CCCCD trailed the four-year colleges in

offering "academically strong courses" (Perkus, 1987d).

In July and August 1987, 663 business men and women

completed the survey. The survey indicated that 82% felt

that the College was "highly visible" or "fairly visible" in

its marketing efforts. Also, 86% of the almost 200

companies, with employees who had taken CCCCD 
courses, rated

the quality of education as either "excellent" 
or "good"

("Survey Ranks County", 1987).

A strong need for corporate training was indicated as

328 companies listed 433 courses or programs needed by their

employees. Most of the requests were in computers,

management, accounting, real estate, communications skills,

and health-related courses. Furthermore, 111 companies

expressed an interest in cooperative education 
programs in

fields such as real estate, marketing, and banking. An
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additional 200 companies wanted to know about CCCCD's

placement services. A total of 220 companies wanted

representatives from CCCCD to call and discuss their needs

(Perkus, 1987b).

In September and October of 1987, a random sample of

1,000 residents were sent a mail survey. Of the 596

respondents who completed the survey, 14% had taken a class

at CCCC and 48% knew people who had taken classes. A quite

favorable 95% of these respondents rated their experiences

as positive. Also, 73% rated CCCCD as being either "highly

visible" or "fairly visible" in the community. The top

three reasons for not attending CCCCD were (a) no time, (b)

family responsibilities, and (c) job conflict.

Areas of weaknesses pointed out in the survey were the

fact that only 33% knew where the SCC was to be located.

The survey also indicated that 94% estimated CCCCD's

enrollment to be lower than it was, while 67% estimated

tuition costs to be higher than they actually were (Perkus,

1987c).

In October 1987, all seniors at the fourteen Collin

County high schools were sent a survey. A total of 1,620

seniors responded. This represented 55% of the seniors at

Plano high schools and 45% of the non-Plano high school

seniors. The responses given often differed between the

Plano and non-Plano seniors.
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In perceptions, 62% of the Plano seniors and 84% of the

non-Plano seniors rated CCCCD as being either "highly

visible" or "fairly visible". Also, 41% of the Plano

seniors and 59% of the non-Plano seniors were aware that

they had the opportunity for concurrent enrollment at CCCCD.

The tuition was rated as "really inexpensive" or

"affordable" by 89% of the seniors. On the less impressive

side, only 30% of the seniors had visited the Central

Campus, and only 42% knew that a new campus was being built

in Plano.

In planning for college, 41% of the Plano seniors and

24% of. the non-Plano seniors had not received any

information about the CCCCD. The survey indicated that 79%

of the Plano seniors and 57% of the non-plano seniors

planned to attend a four-year college after graduation.

Two-year college attendance was planned by 13% of the Plano

seniors and 22% of the non-Plano seniors. Intended major

areas of study were, in the order named (a) Business, (b)

Computer Science, (c) Accounting, (d) Psychology, (e)

Engineering, (f) Law Enforcement, (g) Education, (h)

Pre-Med, (i) Science, and (j) Arts (Perkus, 1987e).

In November 1987, 652 CCCCD students completed surveys

in selected classes. The students rated their satisfaction

with fourteen different aspects of the College. In rank

order from highest to lowest, the four highest rated items

were (a) CCCCD, in general; (b) Professors; (c) Facilities;
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and (d) Academic Standards (Macias, 1988a). The four lowest

rated items were (a) Academic Advising, (b) Job Placement,

(c) Financial Aid, and (c) Student Activities, with Student

Activities receiving the lowest ranking.

In planning for college, 22% of the surveyed CCCCD

students listed cost as a top reason for enrolling, 21%

listed location, while 12% listed the times classes 
were

scheduled. About 76% of these same students planned to

transfer to a four-year college, 12% planned to seek

employment, and 12% had other plans. Of those planning to

transfer to another school, 25% said that they would attend

The University of Texas at Dallas, 21% The University of

North Texas, 7% Texas A&M, 7% East Texas State University,

5% Stephen F. Austin, and 5% Texas Women's University

(Perkus, 1987a).

In addition to these surveys, additional evidence of

external acceptance was indicated when Anthony was elected

as Chairman of the North Texas Higher Education Council

(NTHEC) for the 1987-88 academic year. In an interview

("President of CCCC", 1987), Anthony stated that the NTHEC

represented all of the community colleges and senior

institutions in North Texas. Also, the NTHEC often served

as a sounding board for Coordinating Board proposals.

Another positive sign of support in the corporate

community was evidenced when the J. C. Penney Company

donated $50,000 to the College. Anthony indicated that the
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donated money would be given to the proposed CCCCD

Foundation. He further stated that the funds would be used

for enrichment programs for the faculty (Wargo, 1987b).. By

the time the Foundation was formed, Anthony had already

instituted a staff development fund for faculty enrichment.

This development allowed the Foundation Board the freedom to

use the J. C. Penney gift to establish an endowment for

student scholarships.



CHAPTER VII

THE FOURTH YEAR

The Year in Overview

The faculty, administration, and the Collin County

Community College District (CCCCD) Board of Trustees (Board)

were in the final stages of planning and preparation 
for the

opening of the Spring Creek Campus (SCC). Construction

change orders were being completed and the faculty was

working together to prepare for "the move". Not since Moses

gathered the twelve tribes in Egypt had there 
been as much

excitement, joy, and anticipation in a change of address.

The fall 1988 semester brought the minor frustrations

expected when a group of people "debug" a 380,000 square

foot building. Delays in furniture and office equipment did

not detract from the excitement of occupying the new campus.

Students responded to the SCC by enrolling in record

numbers. New faculty members, hired for the increased

enrollment, brought a sense of excitement to the other

faculty and staff members.

Almost immediately following the move to the SCC, the

attention of the College was focused, totally, on

preparation for accreditation visits scheduled for the

spring and summer. As late as May 1988, lack of formal
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accreditation for the College was still an issue being

defended to the public. In spite of formal acceptance of

CCCCD courses from all major colleges 
and universities in

Texas, Board Chairman Cox cited letters from 
citizens who

were still concerned over the seemingly questionable

accreditation status of the College (Avant, 
1988b & CCCCD,

1989a). The site visit from the accreditation team 
of the

Southern Association of Colleges and Schools (SACS) was

scheduled for February, while a site visit 
from the Texas

Higher Education Coordinating Board (Coordinating 
Board) was

scheduled for June. "Full accreditation" was the unified

goal for which all were working. Faculty and staff members

organized and planned how each person 
would contribute to

the accreditation effort. Those efforts proved successful.

For two years, there had been a united focus on either

the planning, building, and occupation of the SCC or on SACS

accreditation. Following the exit conference by the SACS

committee, there would never again be such a unified

commitment and effort for the remainder of the first 
five

years.

Philosophy and Policy Decisions

Staff, faculty, and Board members may have had vision,

but the CCCCD President had "the vision that mattered". As

stated by Board Chairman Cox, "John Anthony is the heart and
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soul of the College" (CCCCD, 1988g). Anthony expressed his

philosophy when he said that the community college is

"democracy's college". This expression of the community

college became manifest when everyone had equal access 
to

"the open door", and the college provided meaningful

learning experiences for those who entered it. (Anthony,

1987). The many Board, faculty, and staff actions required

to prepare for the opening of the SCC helped 
implement that

philosophy.

Margaret Reynolds was sworn in to replace Trustee Joy

Anderson (CCCCD, 1988e). As Reynolds had been a public

school administrator for over twenty years, the harmony on

the Board, and with the administration, continued.

Enthusiasm and optimism were evident when dealing with

College Trustees. When asked about the community role of

the CCCCD, Board Chairman Cox stated (Avant, 1988b) that 
the

community college should stand as a cultural center. He

further stated that in light of the past development of the

CCCCD, he saw no reason why the College could not become a

four-year school in his lifetime.

The fourth year found Texas in economic decline and

Collin County in economic stagnation. The proposed budget

for the CCCCD indicated a 300% increase in physical plant,

45% increase in staff, 35% increase in student enrollment,

and a 50% increase in contact hours. Anthony commented that
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it was astounding that this occurred with 
only a 33%

increase in budget (CCCCD, 1988g). With an increase in

State funding, the 1988 budget of over twenty million

dollars (CCCCD, 1988i) required an increase in property

taxes of just two mills. This increase raised the tax rate

on real property from 8.3 cents to 8.5 cents 
per hundred

dollars valuation (CCCCD, 1988h).

This rather austere look at the budget prompted Anthony

to remark (Lillard, 1988) that the College would have to

focus on doing a few things well. With this in mind,

Anthony still felt that the CCCCD should move forward 
on

priority curricular projects such as engineering,

electronics, allied health programs, and transfer programs.

In the policy area of salaries, a salary schedule was

established for the Vice-Presidents (CCCCD, 1988f) and their

auto travel allowances were raised to $400 per month 
for the

additional travel required with the addition of the second

campus (CCCCD, 1988k). Also, a $12,000 contract was awarded

for a comprehensive, quantifiable job classification system

for non-teaching staff positions (CCCCD, 1988f). The

following month, the Board approved salary increases for 
the

president for the next three years (CCCCD, 1988g). An

immediate 5.1 percent salary increase gave Anthony a $95,000

(Torroella, 1988) salary which was enhanced when the Board
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also increased the annuity contribution from $15,000 per

year to $18,000 per year (CCCCD, 1988k).

The Board approved an increase of fees in two areas of

the College. The student activity fee was, for the second

year, raised five dollars to a ten dollar maximum (CCCCD,

1988e). Also, the fees for Child Development facilities

were set at $320 dollars per month, with a six dollar per

hour charge for evening drop-in care (CCCCD, 1988k).

The move, that began the previous year, to grant tax

abatements to some property owners continued. A 100%

abatement for residents in historical buildings and a 50%

abatement for commercial historical buildings was given for

McKinney (CCCCD, 1988j) and Plano (CCCCD, 1989b). A 25%

abatement, on new construction, for three years, was also

granted to Fujitsu America. This last motion brought

comments from Trustees Collins and Nelson that the same

treatment should be given on both sides of the ocean.

In preparation for the SACS accreditation visit, the

staff spent a lot of time in completing policies that had

been worked on for two years (Strom, 1987). An affirmative

action plan was approved (CCCCD, 1988g), as was the Faculty

& Staff Handbook (CCCCD, 1988g & 1988i). The Board also

adopted a policy on "community use of district facilities"

(CCCCD, 19881).
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In a major policy decision, the Board approved the

creation of athletic scholarships. A sum of $25,000 was

transferred from the Auxiliary Services budget to create six

scholarships for men's tennis, six scholarships for women's

tennis, ten scholarships for men's basketball, and ten

scholarships for women's volleyball. It was noted that

baseball would begin in the spring 1990 semester. Anthony

commented that other scholarships for forensics, debate,

theater, and academics would be funded later through the

CCCCD Foundation as well as Auxiliary Services (CCCCD,

1989c).

Organizational Structure and Administration

The process of preparing for the SACS visit, resulted

in increased input into the. decision-making process, from

all areas of the college. Anthony approved release time for

one faculty member to serve for one year as a part-time

Administrative Intern to the President. The first faculty

member selected to serve was Gary Hodge, Professor of

Sociology (CCCCD, 1988j).

A Council for Institutional Effectiveness (CIE)

taskforce was created to guide the accreditation effort.

This was headed by Beth Henry whose position had been

upgraded from Director of Development to Vice-President for

Institutional Advancement (VPIA). This taskforce had
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representatives from every area of the college. 
Henry and

the CIE coordinated the efforts of the Strategic Planning

Taskforce, the Office of Institutional Research, 
and the

division efforts under the direction of their 
respective

vice-presidents. This model structure, described by Kern

(in press), provided opportunities for input from all

college employees, regardless of personnel category.

The concept of taskforces for all faculty and 
staff

reached a new high in the fourth year with the existence 
of

twenty standing taskforces. Membership on the Appeals,

Excellence, and Curriculum taskforces required that 
members

be elected by their peers. The other seventeen, Strategic

Planning, Personnel, Telecommunications, Special Events,

Staff Development, Retention, Advising, Scholarship, Human

Relations, Academic Progress, Marketing, Calendar,

Reclassification, Writing-Across-The-Curriculum,

International Studies, Enrichment, and T.A.S.P., were open

to all volunteers (Anthony, 1988).

In addition to faculty input through taskforce

assignments; the Board, as required for funding under the

Vocational and Educational Act (CCCCD, 1988d), involved

citizen input into the development of technical and

occupational programs through the establishment 
of a

"College Wide Advisory Board" (Jorgensen, 1988c).
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While the organizational chart remained unchanged, the

Division of Community Education and Economic Development

changed its name to "Enterprise". This was done to have a

name more reflective of the wide range of activities that

the Division was supporting. Some of these areas were job

training, contract training for corporations, and support of

the Small Business Development Center (Joyce Helens,

personal communication, July 27, 1990).

Facilities

The completion of the SCC was the hallmark event for

the year. The complex included 380,000 square feet and was

completed in eighteen months (Hopkins, 1988). The 107 acres

of land cost 6 million, the building cost 23 million, the

parking and sidewalks cost 3 million, landscaping was 800

thousand, and furniture and equipment cost 4.3 million

dollars (Jorgensen, 1988d). The board recognized that 184

bids were awarded and over 2,000 purchase orders were

written to construct the SCC (CCCCD, 1988i). The official

ribbon cutting ceremony was held in front of over 500 guests

on August 19, 1989 (CCCCD, 1988g).

The SCC had amenities that were not available at the

Central Campus. Because the national dropout rate of

community college students is lower among students who stay

on campus between and after classes, the SCC was designed to
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encourage students to spend leisure hours on campus.

Included in its design were two bijou theaters showing

current movies, several racquetball and handball courts, six

tennis courts, an indoor and outdoor jogging track, two

dining facilities, a completely equipped weight room and

fitness center, a dance and aerobics studio, art and pottery

labs, photography and darkroom facilities, music practice

rooms, and a student activities center (Lillard, 1988).

In other facilities expansion, $317,000 was spent on an

additional administrative computer (CCCCD, 1988d), $175,513

was used to purchase the DEC microwave system, $113,312

purchased the data network (CCCCD, 1988e), $395,000

purchased the local area network and personal computers for

the SCC computer labs (CCCCD, 1988f), and an additional one

million dollars was approved to complete the second floor of

the SCC (CCCCD, 1989b).

Since the first semester the College was opened, the

issue of the third campus site had been present. In the

previous year, approval to purchase a tract of land was

given by the Board. Yet, the location of the third campus

site eluded the District. Although the third campus was

projected to be built in the early to mid 1990s, the Board

felt that they should take advantage of low land prices.

The Board was considering several sites for purchase in the

Frisco/West Plano area near SH 121 and SH 269, known as
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Preston Road (Jorgensen, 1989a). This location was exactly

where the "Master Plan" dictated that the third campus

should be.

'The Board was anxious to make a commitment and purchase

the land with the remaining bond money. Because the owners

of the property sites being considered continued to drop

their land prices, negotiations continued. The prices would

drop and no purchase would be made until the end of the

fifth year.

Curriculum

The early part of the year found profuse curriculum

activity as faculty members were submitting proposals to the

Coordinating Board, in anticipation of opening the new

campus. These curriculum efforts occurred in all division

areas.

In the Business and Industry (B&I) Division, the

computer-based, technical programs made major changes in

curriculum offerings and in structure. Management

Information Systems changed its two degree options to

Computer Information Systems and introduced a new Associate

of Applied Science (AAS) option in Computer Systems. The

Computer Science Program merged with the Software

Development program, which resulted in the re-design of the

existing degree options. Also, the Coordinating Board
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awarded a $21,089 grant to design and implement a simulated

program in Computer Integrated Manufacturing (CIM).

Coordinator Glenn Adams stated that this program would be

competency-based and would be used as a State "model

program" ( "CCCC Awarded Grant",, 1988).

A new AAS degree option in Accounting was added in

addition to the existing transfer degree. Three certificate

programs were added in Office Administration. An

Administrative Management option was added to the Small

Business Management, Financial Management, and Fashion

Marketing programs. The Electronics Technology program

designed a program for Computer Field Service Technicians,

with a major in Repair and Maintenance (CCCCD, 1988d).

The Texas State Board of Education (1987) publication

Career Opportunities in Texas: A Master Plan for Vocational

Education, mandated that all occupational and technical

programs that qualify for vocational funding be

competency-based by the fall of 1991. The CCCCD began

working on the development of a plan to meet that mandate.

The Division of Business and Industry published (Kern, 1988)

a faculty handbook in the summer of 1988. The process of

validating program competencies, as outlined in the

handbook, began in August of that same year. All twenty-

three occupational programs, regardless of the Division they

were in, began the three-year project.
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In the Division of Arts and Social Science (A&SS), an

AAS degree in Art was submitted to the 
Coordinating Board

(CCCCD, 1988f). This degree had four options, Advertising

Art, Computer Graphics, Fashion Illustration, 
and

Photography. According to Cathy Holt, Program Coordinator,

the program advisory committee designed 
the program in

response to the community's need for 
technical illustrators

(Ruggles, 1988).

The first "Month in Paris" class was a success with 18

students whose ages ranged from 19 to 50. Each student

earned five credit hours in French and Art Appreciation.

The cost for each student was $2,600 (Macias, 1988b).

Another A&SS program, Radio & TV Announcing was 
approved for

addition at the SCC ("Toni Allen", 1988).

Two major curriculum initiatives were begun in the

Science and Health Division. A new two-year degree

Registered Nurse (RN) program was begun in conjunction with

Grayson County College (GCC) (Jorgensen, 1988d). In this

cooperative venture, the CCCCD provided the classroom 
space,

nursing faculty, and general education program. GCC

provided the Nursing curriculum for a two year 
period. In

the first class, twenty-four students were selected for 
the

RN degree program. Twelve other students were selected for

a special program where Licensed Vocational 
Nurses (LVN)

enrolled in a modified curriculum to receive RN
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certification. This special program was called the

"Transitional LVN" program. Without advertising, over 125

applications were received (Jorgensen, 1988e).

Although a few extra-curricular clubs were available

for students, none had an impact until the District began

developing sports programs, through membership in the

National Junior College Athletic Association. Men's

Basketball and women's volleyball were added. The men's

season consisted of 21 games while the women's season

consisted of 15 games (CCCCD, 1988h). Neither team was a

"contender" in its first season.

The CCCCD received approval from the Coordinating Board

to implement telecourses. Thirteen sections of telecourses

were added to the schedule and enrollment was projected to

be around 800 students. The courses were under the

direction of a full-time faculty member, and the student was

given support by the Library/Resource Center (LRC) and the

CCCCD labs ("County College Gets",, 1988).

A curriculum success, the "Older Worker Program",

directed by Enterprise received extended grant funding. The

program was designed to assist those 55 or older, in Collin,

Hunt, and Denton Counties to enter or re-enter the job

market. The program had a 72% placement rate for program

participants. Also, an average entry level wage of $6.33

per hour was achieved. The CCCCD found participants for the
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program by working with the Texas Employment Commission,

Texas Rehabilitation Commission, Plano Geriatric Wellness

Center, Collin County Committee on Aging, and the Job

Training Program ("CCCC Program Gets", 1988).

Faculty

The year began on a positive note for the faculty as

June Van Cleef, Professor of Photography, was one of four

photographers who had their work accepted for display at the

Eastman Museum in New York (CCCCD, 1988d). Billie

Cunningham, Piper Professor of Accounting, was elected

Faculty Senate President (CCCCD, 1988e).

In looking at the faculty profile for the 1988-89 year,

56 full-time ("Collin County Community College Facts

1988-1989", 1988) and over 459 adjunct faculty members

(CCCCD, 1988i) were teaching in the District. The full-time

faculty had an average age of 40. Of the 56 full-time

employees, 13 held the Doctorate, 2 held the Juris

Doctorate, 40 held Master's, and 1 held the Bachelor's

Degree ("Collin County Community College Facts 1988-

1989",1988).

New faculty members for the year were Doug Proffer in

Math, Michael Nicar in Biology, Linda Conry in Developmental

Writing, Patricia Banta in Real Estate, Lynn Jones in

Political Science, Brian Allison in Music, Mary Ann Andrade
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in English, Yvonne Johnson in History, Barbara 
Lusk in

Psychology, Matt Coulter in History, 
and Jill Whitson in

Dance. Faculty hired in the Spring were Marty Berryman 
in

Tennis and Diana Ramsower in Office Administration (Kim

Russell, personal communication, March 20, 1990).

Of concern to many faculty members was the small 
number

of full-time faculty compared to adjunct faculty. In an

interview (Strom, 1987), Anthony explained how he

operationalized a policy decision he had made to employ 
only

a small, full-time cadre, relying on less-expensive,

part-time help as needed. In this published interview,

Anthony was asked about the possibility of budget cuts and

the resulting effects in staff cuts. Anthony said,

We're very fortunate because, if you look at us in

comparison to most other institutions, we are

understaffed, and thank goodness for that because the

last thing I'd want to do is that. So we've been

relying very heavily on part-time instructors, and

we'll continue to do that and build our full-time staff

very gradually. (p. 5)

This staffing pattern continued for the rest of the 1988-89

academic year.
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Students

The fourth year began with the second annual Graduation

Ceremony. Thirty-five students graduated on the lawn at the

Central Campus ("35 Local", 1988). Billie Cunningham, Piper

Professor of Accounting, gave the commencement address

(Billie Cunningham, personal communication, May, 1988).

From the surveys conducted in 1987, "getting the word

out" was still a problem. Anthony would not be happy until

he felt that the younger students were aware of the

opportunities CCCCD had to offer. The middle school age

student was added to the high school age student as a new

target market for increased exposure to CCCCD campuses. The

District became the center of several University

Interscholastic League (UIL) contests for Collin County

public schools. The middle school UIL contests were held at

the SCC ("VAMS", 1988). Middle school students were also

invited to tour the College campuses and view computer lab

demonstrations as well as demonstrations conducted by other

faculty members ("Students Visit", 1988).

Besides the continuance of visiting the fourteen high

schools, staff members went to local business and industry

for on-site recruiting efforts ("Toni Allen", 1988).

Agreements were also reached with the Plano Community Band

to offer instrumental music credit for Community Band
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participation. This agreement was devised to attract 
more

music majors to the SCC (Carbo, 1988).

Student retention was an area that received 
a boost

when the CCCCD received a three-year student services grant

of $287,000. This was awarded to support "Project SPARK".

SPARK was an acronym that stood for "Student Program 
to

Achieve and Reinforce Knowledge". In this program, students

received tutoring in all course areas, as well as help in

improving study skills. Special learning assistance was

available for "special needs" students ("Community College

to Get", 1988).

Enrollment was still the "big story" for CCCCD. The

opening of SCC and the promotional efforts in the 
high

schools, resulted in a 44% increase in students taking

credit courses. Between 1987 and 1988, the fall enrollment

rose from a total of 6,396 to 8,650. Of that number, 7,150

were taking credit courses. Of the students enrolled, 71%

were taking classes at SCC, 26% were taking classes at the

Central Campus, 14% were taking classes at Plano Senior

High, and less than 1% were taking classes at all the other

locations. The numbers total to more than 100% because some

students took courses at more than one location (Jorgensen,

1988f). The CCCCD again lead the State in enrollment

increase as the State average increase for the same time was

5.8 percent ("CCCC Leads State", 1988).
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Spring enrollment saw more than a 50% increase 
from the

enrollment a year earlier. During that period, total

enrollment rose from 6,376 to 9,767 students while 
credit

enrollment rose from 4,774 to 7,394. Of those enrolled, 62%

attended the SCC, 23% attended the Central Campus

(Jorgensen, 1989c), Plano Senior High had 12% of the student

enrollment, while all other sites had 3% (Collin County

Community College Facts 1988-1989, 1988).

The reported student demographics remained relatively

stable over the year. There were 59% female students. The

median student age dropped to 25, and the average credit

hours taken rose to 6.9. In-district residents comprised

89.5% of the student population, 8% were out-of-district, 2%

were out-of-state, and .5% were out-of-country students

(un, 1988).

As an historical note, the CCCCD revealed its mascot,

the "Express" on November 8, 1989, at the first men's

basketball game. The symbol that was used to illustrate the

"Express" was a replica of an American Express Gold Card.

The slogan "Collin County Community College - Membership has

its privileges" was used. The team was coached by Jim

Sigona and played against Southwestern Christian College

(Southwestern) of Terril, Texas (Rex Parcells, personal

communication, July 26, 1990). Bryce Adair controlled the

first tip-off, Kevin Minihan scored the first basket for the
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Express, and Randy Brevard captured the first rebound

(Miller, 1988). Southwestern, however, prevailed with a 97

to 79 win over the Express (Rex Parcells, personal

communication, July 26, 1990). With the advent of sports,

extra-curricular activities began to get noticed. The lack

of visible, academic extra-curricular activities also became

of concern to some faculty members.

Acceptance

There was no doubt in everyone's mind about the

importance of the SACS visit that was scheduled for February

1989 (CCCCD, 1988i). Anthony often made the statement that

"this has been CCCCD's major goal since its inception"

(CCCCD, 1988m).

The SACS visiting committee was composed of Chairman

Barry Mellinger, President of Mississippi Gulf Coast

Community College; Wendell Armstrong, Professor of

Management at Central Virginia Community College; Thomas

Carpenter, Dean of Continuing Education at Caldwell

Community College and Technical Institute, Mac Cunningham,

Vice-President for Business Services at St. Petersberg

Junior College; and Gretchen Neill, Director of Learning

Resources/Assistant Academic Dean at DeKalb College. Also

on the committee was Lawrence Fleming, Chairman of

Mathematics/Natural Science at Walters State Community
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College; Shirley Woodie, President of Alabama Aviation and

Technical College; Shirley Griffin, Assistant Dean of Health

Programs at Meridian Community College; David Hewett,

Chairman of Social Sciences Division at Darton College; and

Edwin Morse, Vice-President of Planning and Student Services

at Davidson County Community College. These members were

accompanied by William Murray, Associate Professor of

Physics/Engineering at Roane State Community College,

Deborah Dicroce, Provost of Tidewater Community College;

Nancy Penney, Associate Professor of English and

Developmental Studies at Lord Fairfax Community College; and

Bennett Hudson, SACS staff member (Southern Association of

Colleges and School [SACS], 1989).

In their sixty-five page final report, there were only

seven recommendations (Jorgensen, 1989b). Two of the

recommendations were in the area of curriculum. It was

recommended that a system for assessing existing programs be

instituted and that a full-time instructor in Horticulture

be hired if the program was going to continue. One

recommendation in instruction stated that the CCCCD should

reach the goal of 70 percent full-time instruction to 30

percent adjunct instruction. Two recommendations were made

for the library. Those suggestions included the expanding

of the collections and the Nursing journals. Two
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recommendations were made with respect to administrative

regulations on investment policies.

The College received from the committee three

commendations. Commendations were received in Organization

and Administration, Institutional Effectiveness, and a

strong commendation on Faculty (Jorgensen, 1989b).

Under "Organization and Administration", the SACS final

report (1989) committee said "One of the greatest strengths

of CCCCD is the effectiveness with which the administration

has unified college personnel in working together to achieve

institutional goals" (p. 14). The committee also commended

the "flat organization" and the representation from all

categories of personnel on task forces (p. 51).

Commendation was given for the "Institutional

Effectiveness" model, described by Kern (in press), that the

CCCCD had developed and implemented (SACS, 1989, p. 7). The

committee said, "... the committee commends CCCCD on its

extensive efforts to evaluate institutional effectiveness

and to use the results in a continuous planning and

evaluation process" (p. 7).

Commendation was received for the faculty. The

committee stated, "The faculty of CCCCD is to be commended

for its professionalism and for the enthusiasm it displays

in contributing to the learning process of CCCCD while
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facilitating the growth of a new college" (SACS, 1989, p.

24).

In the area of community acceptance, a one day

"Festival of Learning" was advertised and held at the SCC in

October. Over 5,000 citizens came that day to the campus to

participate in the educational and recreational activities

offered ("CCCC Radiates", 1988). This "open house" for the

community indicated to the CCCCD faculty and staff that the

visibility of the College was increasing.

At long last, the CCCCD Foundation, for which Anthony

had worked so long became a reality. The Foundation was

developed by Anthony and the Vice-President for

Institutional Advancement (VPIA), Beth Henry. Upon Henry's

departure, the new VPIA, Jack Gray, continued developing the

Foundation, its policies, and its procedures (Jack Gray,

personal communication, September 26, 1989). In November,

1989, members of the CCCCD Board approved the transfer of

the $62,942.85 in gifts that had been collected in the name

of the Foundation. The Board also decided that all future

donations would go directly to the CCCCD Foundation rather

than through the College Board of Trustees (CCCCD, 19881).

Anthony stated (CCCCD, 1988m) that he had been working with

several corporate executive officers. At the completion of

the organizational phase of the Foundation, he expected to
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have approximately twenty members on the Foundation 
Board of

Directors.



CHAPTER VIII

THE FIFTH YEAR

The Year in Overview

The theme of the fifth year was "development". The

Collin County Community College District (CCCCD) Board of

Trustees (Board), completed the first five year facilities

goals with purchase of the third campus site. The surprise

in facilities development came when the District acquired a

fourth campus site. A problem arose with the City of

McKinney when the Board attempted to further develop and

expand the Central Campus. As the year ended, the Board

developed and announced goals for facilities development

that would guide the District for the next five years.

President Anthony continued his effective leadership by

developing priorities on which the faculty and staff focused

as they further developed the programs in their respective

areas. These priorities served as a framework into which

all areas of the CCCCD were addressed.

With a relatively stable and established curriculum,

the faculty developed that curriculum to help insure success

of their individual programs. In recognition of the

Southern Association of Colleges and Schools (SACS)

recommendation to increase the full-time faculty to adjunct

135
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faculty ratio, twenty-four new faculty positions were added.

Not since the second year had so many new faculty 
members

joined the CCCCD.

As the fifth anniversary slogan "Celebrate V' made 
its

appearance, an air that smelled like "stability" 
wafted

through the institution. For the next five years, the

challenge for the CCCCD will be for the College to avoid

deteriorating into stagnation, and further develop its

strengths.

Philosophy and Policy Decisions

With the opening of the Spring Creek Campus (SCC), and

the SACS visit now an historical event, Anthony began the

institutional year with an unprecedented "focus". He

presented to the Board and staff a set of "1989-90

Priorities" for the CCCCD. The priorities listed were to

(a) Implement the SACS recommendations; (b) Improve

instruction; (c) Increase student retention; (d) Develop

exit competencies for all program areas; (e) Enhance

classroom research efforts; (f) Develop an institution-wide

commitment to "writing-across-the-curriculum"; (g)

Streamline the organizational structure, policies, and

procedures; (h) Provide ample clerical support for

professional employees; (i) Increase economic development

efforts; (j) Provide security and maintenance for the
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physical plant; (k) Internationalize the Curriculum; and (1)

Strengthen the College Foundation by increasing its public

image (CCCCD, 1989c). In these twelve priorities, all

employees of the College could find a goal that 
they could

help the institution achieve.

An important policy decision was made in regard to

professional employees. The Board adopted a policy of

three-year contracts for faculty members who had been with

the District for three years. To qualify for the three-year

contract, the faculty member had to apply for the contract;

have the application reviewed and recommended by the

Excellence in Education Task Force; submit student, Dean,

and self-evaluations; and interview with Anthony. The

contract was based on consideration of quality of teaching,

advising, and general service to the College. Anthony made

the final decision with regard to the issuance of these

three-year contracts (CCCCD, 1989d).

As the tax base in Collin County failed to grow as

rapidly as the CCCCD budget, the Board instituted tuition

increases. For in-county residents, the cost was raised to

$16 per credit hour, $20 per credit hour for out-of-county

students, and $50 per credit hour for out-of-state students

(CCCCD, 1989f). In another tax action, the CCCCD increased

its exemptions for Collin County residents. Disabled

taxpayers received an additional $20,000 exemption and
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citizens over 65 received an additional $30,000 exemption

(CCCCD, 1989g). Later in the year, the CCCCD granted a tax

abatement of 10 percent per year for three years for Nikko

America (CCCCD, 1989k).

The budget adopted for the year was 16.7 million for

maintenance and operations, 5.5 million for buildings, and

8.2 million for servicing the bond debt (CCCCD, 1989j).

This 30.5 million dollar budget necessitated a tax rate

increase for the maintenance and operations budget (CCCCD,

1989h). The increase was so high, the board had to schedule

a public hearing (Tanner, 1989a).

After five years, a decision was made by the Board that

the Central Campus was not going to be an interim site, but

would be expanded to meet the announced goal of becoming a

medical center for allied health occupations as well as a

center for "high-tech" occupations (Wargo, 1989). Also, the

amenities that were present at the SCC made the Central

Campus less appealing to students. For these reason, the

Board announced a 3.5 million dollar expansion plan that

would add about 30,000 square feet of space to the Central

Campus (CCCCD, 1989i). After analyzing the need to finish

the second floor of the SCC (CCCCD, 1989i), this revenue

bond was raised to 4.5 million (CCCCD, 19891). Trustee Cox

stated (CCCCD, 1989f), "The Board's intention is to see that

the District's Central Campus in McKinney maintains its
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luster". The 4.5 million dollar revenue bonds were sold 
to

NCNB (CCCCD, 1990b).

The Board approved an agreement negotiated by Joyce

Helens, Anthony, and Electronic Data Systems (EDS) for the

lease of several classrooms and offices on the second 
floor

of the SCC. This space was to serve as a training facility

for members of the EDS Systems Engineer Design program.

The new policy initiative began July 1, 1989 and continued

for the remainder of the year (CCCCD, 1989k).

Organizational Structure and Administration

The new Vice-President for Institutional Advancement

(VPIA)., Jack Gray was appointed and began work on June 12,

1989 (CCCCD, 1989e). A search committee conducted a

national search that yielded over eighty applications. From

the five finalists interviewed, Gray was selected.

As continued review of the organizational chart was one

of Anthony's priorities for the year, several committees

were formed at the end of the year that indicated that

possible major changes in the organizational structure were

to soon be implemented. This close look at the

organizational structure came as a result of the District

evolving from a single-campus to a multi-campus district.

Problems with the structure were evident with two campuses,

and there was added concern with the development of a third
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and fourth campus (John Anthony, personal communication,

July 3., 1990).

In the instructional area, each division had only one

dean: two campuses. Each program had only one coordinator:

two campuses. If a committee meeting was held to review

textbooks, on which campus should the meeting be convened?

Should meetings always be held at the SCC where most of the

faculty members are? If an important decision had to be

made, how could all the program or division members from

both campuses get together for input? In the numerous

interviews conducted with faculty, administrators, and with

staff members, the number one organizational problem that

developed with the expansion to a two-campus district was

communication between the campuses. Also, interviews

revealed that the number one morale problem with faculty at

the Central Campus developed due to the lack of integration

of the Central Campus faculty in the College structure

which, without a doubt, was based at the SCC. The solution

to these problems lie in CCCCD's future.

An administrative initiative was begun, and directed,

by Joyce Helens, Executive Dean of Enterprise. This

initiative called for the establishment of Collin County as

a "Service Delivery Area" (SDA) for Job Training Partnership

Act (JTPA) funds. Collin County had been a member of the

eleven county North Texas Council of Governments (NTCOG).
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Establishing a separate SDA would allow the 
CCCCD, in the

name of Collin County, to annually receive 1.3 million

dollars in JTPA funds for continued economic development 
in

Collin County (Scott, 1989).

In December, the Collin County Commissioner's Court

formed a Private Industry Council, paving the way for 
a

petition to Governor Clements to approve Collin County 
as a

separate SDA (CCCCD, 1989m). In March, 1990, the State

estimated the population of Collin County to be 240,000

which met the 200,000 population minimum necessary for 
a

separate SDA. Following that announcement, the Governor

approved the SDA with CCCCD as the administrator 
of the JTPA

funds (Davis, 1990).

Facilities

Since the first year, the zone 3 site for a third

campus had been an issue. By May 1989, the bidding war

reduced the possible sites from 25-30 down to only two. One

of the sites, known as the Wade tract, was in Frisco, two

miles north of State Highway 121. The other site, known as

the FDIC tract, was in Plano, two miles south of the same

road. Both were in the area that the District's Master Plan

cited as the ideal location for the zone 3 campus ("Frisco,

Plano", 1989). The District tied up both properties,

pending final negotiations.
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For months, as the Board was prepared to meet to vote

on a site, the negotiators for the two tracts called to

lower their per acre price down from the $41,000 per acre

starting price. The often delayed vote was forced to be

taken no later than December 19, as the earnest money that

tied up the properties would be lost (John Anthony, personal

communication, December, 1989). Pressure from the Mayors

and other influential citizens from both cities poured down

on Anthony and the Board. Representatives of both cities,

promised, cajoled, and threatened retaliation to win the

campus site for their city (interviewee "B", 1989).

By December 15, 1989, Anthony had decided that the best

tract for the future of the College was in Frisco. His

decision was based on the fact that the price per acre was

the best. Also in his decision was the promise by the City

of Frisco to improve roads and utilities to the campus site.

This land development would save over $800,000 in

development costs for the District (Barber, 1989). Also,

part of the FDIC tract was in the 100 year floodplain. The

Wade tract was level and 100% of the acreage was

"buildable". Anthony's problem was convincing a majority of

the Board, dominated by a Plano constituency (John Anthony,

personal communication, December 15, 1990).

On December 19, 1990, the Board, in a 5-3 split vote,

selected the Wade tract, in Frisco (CCCCD, 1989m). The Wade
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family donated a strip of land for a roadway leading from

Preston Road, bringing the price for the 117+ acre campus

down to $16,848 per acre ("College Finalizes", 1990). In a

unifying move, Trustee Justice called for a re-vote, at

which time the Board unanimously selected the Wade tract

(Barber, 1989). The timetable for the development of the

third campus site would depend on the expansion of the

Central Campus.

The 30,000 square foot expansion of the Central Campus

as well as the addition of the baseball stadium seemed on

its way with the awarding of the bid to SHWC, Inc. (CCCCD,

1989f). The City of McKinney would not, however, give the

CCCCD a building permit unless the College agreed to build,

at the District's expense, a four-lane road, known on the

plat as Osmond Road. Building Osmond Road would split the

100 acre campus in half. This demand immediately stopped

the Central Campus expansion and prompted Anthony to move

the baseball program expansion to the SCC.

The problem with the road was studied by the McKinney

Planning and Zoning Commission who denied the building

permit, but promised to continue working with the CCCCD

(Wargo, 1989). The Osmond Road project was an issue as

owners of surrounding properties wanted a road opened to

Highway 380 to increase the commercial value of their

property. Also, administrators from the City of McKinney
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saw a way to get the road without spending City tax dollars,

which they did not have in their budget (interviewee "C",

November, 1989).

In an effort to negotiate, the CCCCD Board authorized

Anthony to proceed with negotiations with McKinney to

suggest relocating the roadway to the far, 
West side of the

campus. This would allow the District to sell off the strip

of land cut by the road, for apartments or other commercial

use (CCCCD, 19891). This move was protested by the

residents of the sub-division that existed just West of the

College property. They did not want either the traffic from

the road or the problems that would come from apartments or

other commercial development (John Hart, personal

communication, December, 1989). This suggested solution was

rejected by McKinney. In December, the Mayor of McKinney

made a presentation to the Board explaining the position of

the City on the Osmond Road location (CCCCD, 1989m). The

Board, however, had no intention of spending $600,000 of

District, taxpayer money to build a four-lane divided

highway, that they did not want, through the middle of the

Central Campus (John Anthony, personal communication,

December, 1989).

The frustration mounted as no solution was in sight.

Central Campus faculty members went to Anthony to support

the closing of the Central Campus and the immediate
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construction of the third campus if further expansion 
proved

impossible (interviewee "D", personal communication,

December, 1989). Anthony announced that construction on the

third campus, called the "Preston Ridge Campus" (PRC) would

begin as early as 1991 if the road dispute with McKinney was

not solved. If agreement could be reached, the PRC

construction would not begin until after 1992 (Barber,

1989). At the end of the fifth year, the issue was still

not settled. The latest word came from CCCCD's attorney who

had the opinion that no building permit was needed. The

CCCCD could expand the facility without further negotiation

with McKinney (John Anthony, personal communication, June

29, 1990).

At the first Board meeting in 1985, the City of

Princeton offered a twenty-five acre donation to the Board

(CCCCD, 1985a). This occurred prior to Anthony's arrival.

When Anthony became aware of this, he saw the opportunity to

establish a fourth campus which could house a Police and

Sheriff's Academy as well as a Fire Science and Emergency

Medical Technology (EMT) instructional center ("Princeton

Gets", 1989). Trustee Olivier moved and Trustee Nelson

seconded the motion to accept the 25 acre donation. The

motion that had been un-resolved since the Board's first

meeting in 1985 (CCCCD, 1989k), was passed.
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The year saw the continued expansion of the 
SCC. The

revenue bond issue included a million dollars to complete

additional second floor space at the SCC for increased labs,

offices, and classrooms (John Anthony, personal

communication, February, 1990). Also, the CCCCD agreed to

enter into a joint venture with the City of Plano, Parks and

Recreation Department, to build the baseball field and

stadium as well as a multi-million dollar indoor natatorium

(CCCCD, 1990a).

The end of the year saw the realization of the first

five-year plan. Two permanent campuses had been established

and property for two more had been secured. The "Capitol

Projects" plan for 1990 through 1995 was announced. The

building projects were (a) September 1, 1990, complete the

expansion of module G and K at the SCC for additional

classrooms, offices, and lab space (23,000 square feet); (b)

June 1, 1991, complete Phase I of the Fire Science/Police

Academy which will provide general classroom space (12,000

square feet); (c) September 1, 1991, complete the Central

Campus addition (35,000 square feet); (d) January 1, 1992,

complete Phase 2 of the Fire Science/Police Academy which

will provide lab and dormitory space (8,000 square feet);

(e) September 1, 1992, complete Phase 1 of the PRC (150,000

square feet); (f) September 1, 1993, complete addition 1 at

the SCC for additional classroom space (35,000 square feet);
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(g) September 1, 1994, complete Phase 2 of the PRC (80,000

square feet); (h) September 1, 1995, complete Phase 2 at the

Central Campus (45,000 square feet). If completed as

outlined, this building schedule will result in over a third

of a million additional square feet of space for the CCCCD

by the fall of 1995 (CCCCD, 1990c).

Curriculum

The new tennis coach, Marty Berryman, signed three

players (Miller, 1989), and the CCCCD tennis program began.

The surprising event was the winning of the National Junior

College Athletic Association (NJCAA) national tennis

championship the first year. Academic activities increased

their visibility. In California, the CCCCD Forensics team

won several titles which culminated in the 3rd Sweepstakes

Award (CCCCD, 1989e).

The Business and Industry Division continued the

competency-based project mandated by the Texas Higher

Education Coordinating Board (Coordinating Board). The

faculty took their completed program competencies and began

writing standardized course syllabi which gave continuity to

the course content from one section to another. With the

number of adjunct instructors, this was an important step in

quality control of course content. Also, results from the

first classroom research efforts on the effects of CCCCD's
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competency-based techniques were presented 
at the Texas

Junior College Teacher's Association (TJCTA) meeting in San

Antonio (Kern, 1990).

The revenue bond passed by the Board signaled the

beginning of faculty planning for the expansion 
of the

Nursing, Emergency Medical Technology, Paramedic, and

Physical Education programs at the Central Campus 
(CCCCD,

1989, August 15). The expansion of the laboratories for the

Engineering, Electronics (John Baltzer, personal

communication, March 1990), and Computer Aided Design (Glenn

Adams, personal communication, March, 1990) programs would

allow increased curricular options to be developed in the

future. Also, the Board signed an agreement with the Texas

Consortium for Educational Telecommunications. This

agreement allowed the CCCCD to begin participating in

closed-circuit conferences for staff development as well as

to support programs in the Arts and Social Sciences Division

(CCCCD, 1990d).

A new curricular offering this year was the program in

Recording Technology, which added a two-year degree option

to the CCCCD catalog (Coleman, 1989). A course in Eating

Disorders, offered by Psychology Professor Martha Ewing,

became the first of its kind in the North Texas region

(Tanner, 1989b). Also, two new credit courses in Insurance

were added ("CCCC Offers Insurance", 1989).
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The leasing of instructional space to Electronic Data

Systems (EDS) was greeted with less than an 
enthusiastic

response from the faculty. The SCC was already short of

classroom space and many faculty members were aware 
that

two-year degree graduates from CCCCD were 
not eligible for

acceptance into the EDS program that was being 
offered on

campus. This was perceived as just a way for EDS to use

taxpayer's money to support their private corporate training

(interviewee "E", personal communication, November, 1989).

Some faculty members interviewed believed that secret

agreements had been reached between Anthony 
and EDS. These

agreements involved the building of an "EDS building" on the

third campus site. None of these faculty members believed,

however, that EDS would ever come through with assistance

for the District. John Hart, CCCCD Assistant,

Vice-President for Instruction, stated (personal

communication, March 1990) that this experimental,

cooperative arrangement could possibly evolve so that 
the

CCCCD would become a training facility for EDS's Software

Engineers, using CCCCD faculty and general education 
core to

develop some type of certificate program.

A unique feature of the CCCCD is the "Ku" band,

transmitter/receiver "Earth Station", donated by MCI

Corporation. This million dollar gift consisted of a 7.5

meter parabolic disk. According to Steve Prouty (1990),
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Chairman of the Telecommunications Task Force, 
the CCCCD had

the potential to be a leader in "distance learning".

Students could have the opportunity to gain training and

experience in operation of satellite telecommunications,

video production, and live, interactive video conferences.

Prouty (1990) also stated that it is the most powerful

satellite installation of any higher education institution

in the State, and the most powerful of any community college

in the Nation. The CCCCD had already had contacts from

other colleges and universities requesting information on

the College's plans for future use and development of 
the

satellite system.

Faculty

Thirty-one faculty members had been with the CCCCD long

enough to qualify for three-year contracts. Twenty-four

multi-year contracts were given (CCCCD, 1989d). One of the

complaints of the system was that a 10% salary increase 
was

awarded for signing a three-year contract. The salary

increase, it was felt by some, should have been given

because the employee had earned the increase in pay because

of quality instruction, advising, and service given to the

College during the first three years. It was felt that

these qualities could have been evaluated independent of the
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employee's willingness to sign a lengthy contract

(interviewee "F", personal communication, March, 1989).

One of the bright spots for the faculty in the 1989-90

year was Anthony's commitment to work toward achieving the

recommendation of a 70/30 ratio of full-time to adjunct

instructors recommended in the SACS final report. This

effort resulted in the faculty increasing from 56 in 1988-89

to 80 in 1989-90. The number of Ph.D. degrees decreased

from 13 to 11, the number of Juris Doctorates remained at 2,

the number of Master's degrees increased from 40 to 64, and

the number of Bachelor's degrees increased from 1 to 3

(Collin County Community College Facts 1989-1990., 1989).

Faculty members hired during the year were Judy Godwin

in Developmental Math, Brian Jackson in Developmental Math,

Shirley McBride in Developmental Writing, Peter Huey in

Accounting, John Baltzer in Electronics, John Huston in

Biology, Greg Dennis in Baseball, Chris Grooms in English,

Joan Kennedy in English, Bill Ardis in Math, Gloria

Cockerell in Marketing, Robert Hall in Theater, and

Washington James in Computer Science. The District also

employed Joan Jenkins in History, Teddie McFerrin in

English, Michael McGar in Advertising Art, Rod Minatra in

Electronics, Edelin Rubino in Developmental Reading, Judy

Tedford in Computer Information Systems, Joyce Miller in
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English, and Brenda Wilkins in Speech Communications (Kim

Russell, personal communications, March 20, 1990).

Students

Promotion of student opportunities at CCCCD continued

in 1989-90. In a report to the Board, Anthony stated that

the University Scholastic League (UIL) competitions that had

been conducted at the campuses resulted in over 15,000

visitors to the District (CCCCD, 1989d). In an effort to

assist those students who were receiving financial aid but

did not have the money to register, the Board approved a

$7,000 revolving fund for short term student loans. The

loans were used only for tuition and books, and the loan

term extended for a maximum of ninety days. This student

need was suggested because there was a delay between the

time a student enrolled and qualified for a loan or

scholarship and its arrival (CCCCD, 1989k).

Summer 1989 enrollment was up 81.2 over the 1988

figure. A total of 8,205 credit and non-credit students

registered ("CCCC '89", 1989). The large increase was

speculated to be as a result of the regulation that exempted

any student who had college credit prior to September 1,

1989, from any TASP exam requirements (Jorgensen, 1989d).

This information had been sent to all Collin County high
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schools in the Spring (Toni Allen, personal communication,

March, 1989).

The fall 1989 enrollment figures continued to show a

large increase. While the State enrollment increased an

average of 3.1%, CCCCD credit enrollment increased 22.73% to

8,595 students ("Area Colleges", 1989). The non-credit

enrollment was 2,500 which gave a total headcount of 11,095

students (Collin County Community Collece-Facts 1989-1990,

1989).

The spring 1990 credit enrollment again topped the

eight thousand mark (Barber, 1990). The official enrollment

was 8,342 credit and 3,183 non-credit students for a total

of 11,525. This total represented an 18% increase from the

1988 total. The increase in credit enrollment was up 12.8%

over the previous year (Betty Connatser, personal

communication, July 19, 1990). The 27% increase in the

non-credit enrollment was spurred by the addition of

telephone registration which was added in the spring

(Jorgensen, 1990b).

Acceptance

The CCCCD Foundation, under direction from Jack Gray,

elected officers in May of 1989. They began with the almost

$65,000 in donations to the CCCCD that had been received

from corporations (Ward, 1989). The receipt of the million
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dollar "earth station" from MCI (Howell, 1989) assisted in

increased visibility for the Foundation.

The CCCCD assisted in the forming 
of the North Texas

Community/Junior College Consortium 
(NTC/JCC), under its

Executive Director, Professor Al Smith of 
The University of

North Texas (UNT). The first Board of Directors meeting of

the NTC/JCC was held July 19, 1989 at the SCC ("Consortium

To Meet", 1989). Also in conjunction with UNT Professors

Bob Reed and June Powell, CCCCD's programs in Fire Science

and Emergency Medical Technology were 
accepted for transfer

("UNT Agrees" , 1989).

Following its Annual Meeting in Atlanta, 
the SACS voted

to extend full accreditation to the CCCCD. 
This new

accreditation status was retroactive to January 
1, 1989

(Jorgensen, 1990a).

The Office of Institutional Research staff 
conducted a

follow-up survey to the one conducted in 1987. The purpose

of this investigation was to monitor the efforts 
of the

CCCCD in promoting its programs and benefits. The survey

was completed by 2,492 seniors which represented 
66% of the

seniors in the fourteen high schools. The survey found that

84% of. the seniors rated CCCCD as being either "highly

visible" or "fairly visible", up from the 72% in the 1987

survey. Also, 74% of the students received information

about the CCCCD from at least one of several 
sources. It
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was pointed out that 25% of all high school seniors that

graduated in 1989 enrolled at the CCCCD the following fall

(Perkus, 1990).

The popularity of the CCCCD was shown when The Dallas

Morning News published a list of the area's 1989 high school

valedictorians and their choice of colleges. Six of Collin

County's fourteen valedictorians listed CCCCD as their

choice of college (CCCCD, 1989j).

Further evidence for a very high level of community

acceptance occurred in 1989. What if you gave a party...and

nobody came? What if you raised taxes so much that you were

forced to hold a public hearing in a Republican, "read my

lips", county? Because the CCCCD had to raise taxes above

3%, the District was required to hold a public hearing. A

public hearing for that tax increase was held in August of

1989. The ultimate evidence for external, community

acceptance occurred when nobody appeared in the public

hearing to protest the raising of taxes (Tanner, 1989a).



CHAPTER IX

SUMMARY, FINDINGS, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Research Summary

This was an historical study of the development of the

Collin County Community College District (CCCCD) from the

beginning efforts to establish the District in 1984, through

the fifth anniversary of the College in April 1990. The

purposes of the study were to (a) review higher education in

Collin County and examine the conditions that prompted local

leaders to begin efforts to organize a new, public two-year

college; (b) to describe the historical development of the

District's educational philosophy and key policies,

organizational structure and administrative staff,

facilities, curriculum, faculty, and students; including an

analysis of the effects of community and CCCCD leaders on

this development; and (c) describe the unique

characteristics of the District and analyze how these

characteristics impacted community, faculty, and student

satisfaction, accreditation, and growth of the college.

The historical methods used in this dissertation were

those outlined by VanDalen (1979). These methods included

(a) collecting data from available primary and secondary

sources, (b) subjecting the written sources to internal and

156
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external criticism to determine the documents authorship and

meaning, and (c) gathering oral history from participants to

help explain events and put in context the written

documents. In this study, thirty-six people were

interviewed using structured interview questions. Of that

number, twenty-three had information which was noted in the

text.

Research Questions and Findings

To achieve the purposes of this study, six research

questions were formulated. The historical methodology noted

above was used to collect and analyze the data so that these

questions could be answered.

Research Question 1.

Based on the history of higher education in Collin

County, what needs within the County prompted efforts

to organize a two-year college when previous higher

education institutions failed?

Until recently, the history of Collin County was that

of an agricultural center North of Dallas. From 1900 until

the 1960s the population of this rural area fluctuated

around 45,000 (Webb & Carroll, 1952). As the need for

post-secondary education existed in only a few area jobs,

higher education was enjoyed by only a minority of people
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who saw value in its attainment. Efforts in higher

education had been often made, as between the creation of

Collin County in April, 1846 (Chamblin, 1982) and the

creation of the Collin County Community College District

(CCCCD) in April, 1985, at least seventeen private,

post--secondary institutions were started. Each of these

institutions, for one reason or another, either failed or

moved away from the County.

With a rapidly increasing population as well as a

powerful, national community college movement, the Collin

County Community College District (CCCCD) was created by a

vote of the County citizens in 1963 ("Feasibility Study",

1984). But the disdain of taxes in this conservative area

prompted voters to defeat the maintenance tax required to

support the new college, and destroyed the effort to

establishing the County's first public, two-year school.

The idea of a community college would lie dormant for over

two decades until another, more powerful movement

resurrected the CCCCD.

Even with the demise of the University of Plano in

1976, higher education opportunities were provided, for

almost a decade, by Grayson County College. These limited

course selections were offered in the evenings at Plano

Senior High, Plano East Senior High, Frisco High School, and

McKinney High School. Students wanting to take advantage of
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community college courses offered during the day, were

required to drive to Richland College or Eastfield College

in Dallas County, or Grayson County College in Sherman. The

successes of these three colleges kept the vision of a

two-year college alive in the minds of Collin County

leaders. These men were able to successfully promote ideas,

and the political experience to effectively develop

"grassroots" support for ideas that required voter approval.

By 1984, the population was estimated to be over

180,000 and the County was integrated into the Dallas

metroplex as a center of "high-tech" industry that needed

educated employees. The population center of the County,

Plano, was an upwardly mobile suburban city whose residents

understood the opportunities that existed in the Collin

County area. They also understood that the prerequisite for

taking advantage of the best of those opportunities was

grounded in higher education.

Property values were rising, new businesses and

industry were coming into the area, the county had a tax

base of over seven and a half billion dollars ("Feasibility

Study", 1984), and residents were aware that they were

generating millions of dollars in taxes that were being sent

somewhere else. In that growth and prosperity, a desire to

break away from Dallas and establish a separate county

identity began.
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The needs within Collin County that prompted the

development of the CCCCD were expressed by John Anthony

(1987) when he said,

the two-year comprehensive community college ...

came about through the word "more" - more people, more

people going to college, more college-age people, more

jobs requiring post-high school training. More

necessity for education in general in order to exist in

this complex society. (p. 13G)

Research Question 2.

Who were the community leaders responsible for the

creation of the District and how did they go about it?

That desire for "more" was in the collective

sub-conscious of the Plano resident until two leaders,

County Judge Bill Roberts and County Commissioner Jerry

Hoagland raised that need to the conscious level and

galvanized that need into a political movement that, unlike

twenty years earlier, was not stopped.

Roberts and Hoagland had political "savvy" along with

thirty thousand uncommitted, federal revenue sharing

dollars. They just needed someone with the educational

expertise to work with State officials and organize the

required paperwork, and a pair of high-profile community
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leaders, one from McKinney and one from Plano, to organize

citizen support.

Ed Simonsen was the educational consultant, and Carey

Cox from McKinney and David McCall from Plano were the

community leaders. Simonsen and his associate, Walter Pike,

worked with the Coordinating Board of the Texas College and

University System (Coordinating Board) to meet State legal

requirements outlined by the Coordinating Board. While

Simonsen directed the overall effort, Pike worked on the

data collection required to justify the creating and funding

of a new two-year school.

Pike and Simonsen also served as support staff for the

work of the Collin County Community College Committee

(CCCCC), that was under the direction of Cox and McCall.

The CCCCC, also known as "The Committee of a Hundred", was

composed of over 150 members. These members created sub-

committees to develop the "feasibility study" that had to be

submitted to the Coordinating Board. The citizens formed

the Alternate Approaches, Curriculum and Services,

Facilities and Equipment, Mission and Goals, and the

Signatures for Petitions sub-committees. Reports from these

committees; along with the information gathered by Pike that

stated the proposed tax rate, bonded indebtedness, and

student population; comprised the feasibility study.
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Following a public hearing, the Coordinating Board

called for an election to establish the CCCCD, pass 70

million dollars in bonds, and establish a maintenance tax

for the District. While the CCCCC was organizing support

for the election, Roberts became the lobbyist who secured

Legislature approval for the required State funding. He was

aided by Robyn Casey of the Bickerstaff, Heath & Smiley law

firm. Casey worked with the Legislative Budget Board, the

Office of the Lieutenant Governor, the Governor's Budget

Office, and the Coordinating Board to see that over five

million dollars for the CCCCD appeared on the original

appropriations bill that was to be passed in April of 1985.

On April 6, 1985, voters approved the creation of the

District, approved a seventy million dollar bond package,

and approved the collection of a maintenance tax (Swan,

1985). Also, the State passed the appropriations bill

funding the CCCCD. With these victories, the history of

the CCCCD as a public two-year college began.

Research Question 3.

How did the educational philosophy, key policies,

organizational structure, administrative staff,

facilities, and curriculum of the CCCCD develop?

The story of the first five years of the CCCCD is not

the story of an institution, but of people. The
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institution's leader was John H. Anthony, previously of

Portland, Oregon. Anthony's educational philosophy of a

student-centered college with a flat, flexible

administration were evident from the hiring of the first

faculty member, to the development of the organizational

structure and the implementation of the last curriculum

proposal. Enjoying total confidence and support of the

Board, the President began the development of the CCCCD from

a single-campus college to a multi-campus district.

The administrative organization was kept "flat" with

the elimination of department chairpersons. The student-

centered philosophy of "maximum student support" was

implemented in the organizational structure as developmental

math, writing, and reading were placed under the Vice-

President for Student Development rather than the Vice-

President for Instruction.

Anthony implemented a five-year plan for facilities

development which was geared to meet the needs of an

increasing student enrollment. He instituted an extensive

survey system, through the staff members of the Office of

Institutional Research, which gave feedback on strengths and

weaknesses of CCCCD recruiting efforts, community

perceptions, and student satisfaction. The president's

staff used this information in strategic planning for the

development of the college.
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The curricular efforts on both the Central Campus and

the Spring Creek Campus were built around general themes

that Anthony devised. McKinney's Central Campus was

developed with an Allied Health Sciences, Electronics, and

Engineering focus while Plano's Spring Creek Campus

developed educational emphasis in the Arts, Humanities, and

Recreation. Both campuses worked to meet student needs for

the "general education core" needed to transfer to a senior

institution, regardless of their selected major.

Extra-curricular efforts were almost non-existent until

the initiation of a sports program. Only a few academic

clubs and organizations were formed in the first five years.

The impact of these activities on the College and the

student body, in general, was negligible.

Anthony surrounded himself with a circle of

administrators, faculty, and staff who served as a sounding

board for policy ideas. Feedback from these colleagues

allowed Anthony to "fine-tune" those ideas so that they

would be able to be implemented by himself or others with a

minimum of dissonance within the organization.

As strengths and weaknesses of administrators

surrounding the president became evident, Anthony

re-evaluated the adequacy of the organizational chart and

made modifications. He had a belief that the organizational

structure had to fit the individuals, rather than trying to
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find individuals to fit an organization structure. This

flexible administrative style was a hallmark of Anthony's

leadership.

Research Question 4.

In the first five years of the CCCCD, what were the

faculty and students characteristics?

The faculty that developed and implemented the

curricular programs were selected as a result of a unique

faculty selection procedure. In this procedure, the

academic preparation of all the finalists were assumed to be

essentially equal. The final selection was made by

participation of all college employees who, because of their

lack of knowledge in the discipline, would use criteria such

as friendliness, smile, youth, looks, dress, enthusiasm, and

racial and gender balance.

The faculty was around 40 years of age during most of

the first five years. The educational level of the faculty

exceeded both State requirements as well as the requirements

of the Southern Association of Colleges and Schools (SACS).

Although faculty members in "occupational-technical"

disciplines were only required to have an Associate's

Degree, the CCCCD regarded the Master's Degree as the

minimum credential for the institution. For that reason,

the number of faculty members who held neither the Doctorate
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nor the Master's Degree stayed at or below 5%. No faculty

member was ever hired who did not have at least the

Bachelor' s Degree.

One of the most striking features of the faculty was

the high number of adjunct faculty members. Prior to the

visitation of the SACS accreditation committee in 1989,

there were 56 full-time faculty members and nearly 500

adjunct faculty. The accreditation recommendations stated

that one of the goals for the CCCCD was to increase the

number of full-time faculty members until a 70-30 full-time

to part-time ratio was attained.

Because the CCCCD started by offering only night classes

in local high schools, the median student age was around 29

in the District's first year. As the number of day students

increased, the median age dropped over the five year period

to around 24. The number of female students at the CCCCD

fluctuated between 55 and 60 percent. The percentage of

white, non-hispanic students at the CCCCD remained around 90

percent.

Through intensive recruiting efforts that targeted high

school and junior high students, the number of recent high

school graduates increased over the five-year period. By

the fifth year, over 25% of the 1989 graduating seniors

attended the CCCCD the following fall semester. Also, the

number of credit hours that each student was taking
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increased from around 4 credit hours to about 7 credit

hours..

With the opening of the Spring Creek Campus (SCC), the

student population at the Central Campus changed

dramatically. By 1990, the Central Campus student was

either from McKinney or one of the rural towns in the

northern part of Collin County. The more suburban Plano and

Allen residents attended the SCC. Also, about 75% of the

students attended the SCC while about 23% continued to

attend the Central Campus. These figures continue to

disturb members of the Board of Trustees, administration,

and faculty.

Research Question 5.

What were the CCCCD's unique features?

Several unique features of the District, such as the

faculty selection procedures, had an impact on its

development. As was previously mentioned, all College

employees were encouraged to participate in the selection of

faculty members. This resulted in the stressing of non-

academic qualifications for those who were hired at the

CCCCD. Of all of the unique features identified by the

interviewees, this was the one which they felt had more

impact on the District than any other.
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When a person first walked on to either campus, the

unique facilities were the most immediate evidence that the

District was different. The Spring Creek campus, in Plano,

was a thirty-seven million dollar structure that looked and

functioned like a large shopping mall. The indoor fountains

and gardens of both the Central Campus and the Spring Creek

Campus added to the impressiveness of the District

facilities.

The equipment available for student use included over

three hundred personal computers, and dozens of VCR/TV, and

video disk machines. With a million dollar satellite,

telecommunication system for telecourses and live,

interactive teleconferences; on-line database in the

Learning Resource Center; and a multi-million dollar

athletic and recreation facility, the student support system

at the CCCCD was notable among Texas, two-year colleges.

The development of the CCCCD as a student-centered

institution was evident. In its fifth year, approximately

seven million of the sixteen million dollar budget was spent

on student service programs, several of which were developed

as "model programs" for other Texas community colleges (John

Anthony, personal communication, April, 1990). Another

distinctive method used to emphasize students was CCCCD's

policies that de-emphasized faculty and staff. There were

no reserved parking spaces for faculty members or most
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staff. Also, there were no separate dining, restroom, or

other facilities that indicated privileges for faculty and

staff members that students did not also have.

Another unique feature was that student advising was a

function of all employees holding at least a Bachelor's

Degree. Advising took place throughout the semester as well

as during the registration periods which, over the last two

years was reduced to about a one week period. In the first

three years, registration lasted three weeks each semester.

Because of this, faculty contracts at the CCCCD were a

minimum of 181 days, rather than the 165 to 170 days most

commonly associated with faculty contracts in Texas,

two-year colleges.

Research Question 6.

What was the level of the College's internal and

external acceptance?

Because of the intense efforts CCCCD employees made to

inform graduating seniors, and other Collin County residents

of the benefits available to the College, the community

support was impressive. During its first five years, the

CCCCD was the fastest growing community college in Texas.

During some of that period, it was touted as being the

fastest growing community college in America. During its
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five year history, the CCCCD averaged an annual growth rate

of about 85%.

CCCCD students have, in student surveys, consistently

rated the College in general, the faculty, and College

services highly. Also, surveys have indicated that a large

percent increase in growth was due to recommendations that

CCCCD students gave to other prospective students. As was

previously stated, in the fall 1989, over 25% of all 1989

Collin County high school graduates enrolled at the CCCCD

the following fall semester. Also, the Dallas Morning News

surveyed the fourteen Collin County valedictorians. Six

stated that the CCCCD was their first choice for college

attendance in the fall.

Favorable community acceptance was evidenced by the 60%

affirmative vote for the formation of the District, a 70

million dollar bond issue, and a maintenance tax for the

operation of the District which was passed in April of 1985.

Community surveys have shown a steady increase in the

positive attitudes of residents toward the District. In

1990, a one-day, "Festival of Learning" was advertised and

held. Over 5,000 county residents came to the SCC to

participate in those events. In 1989, a public hearing was

held to increase property taxes to support the growth of the

CCCCD. No Collin County citizen appeared to complain about

the increase in property taxes.
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Full accreditation by the Southern Association of

Colleges and Schools (SACS) was granted in December of 1989.

In its final report, the SACS extended three commendations

to the CCCCD. One commendation was given for the flat

organization and the administration's ability to get the

faculty and staff to work together to achieve common goals.

Another commendation was received for the development of the

"institutional effectiveness" model that the CCCCD developed

and implemented. Also, the faculty received commendation

from the SACS Committee for their enthusiasm and

participation in the growth of the District. In this final

report, the SACS Committee listed only seven

recommendations.

Additionally, other colleges and universities in the

North Texas region have, over the last five years,

recognized and worked with the CCCCD in all areas of college

development. Anthony as well as many other members of the

faculty and staff were active in regional, state, and

national associations.

Based on the past, the future success and survival of

the CCCCD seems assured. The past successes have not been

just those of the College. Rather, the evidence indicated

that the community, also, was richer for the opportunities

developed by this unique, two-year institution.
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Conclusions

The dynamics at work at the CCCCD are complex. Many

programs and policies are working together to produce the

success the District is enjoying with regard to community

and student acceptance. Institutions like the CCCCD are

successful only if people continue to frequent them. For

the CCCCD, community and student acceptance is not an

abstract notion. Over the last five years, the community

has evaluated the performance of the CCCCD. Three times

every year; during fall, spring, and summer enrollment; the

community "sends a message" with their enrollment forms. To

this point, the success of the CCCCD has been evident, as

enrollment figures have expanded from about 1,300 students

in 1985 to over 11,500 students in 1990. As a result of

this research, it has been concluded that several factors

have been of key importance to the successes of the

District.

One factor was President Anthony's commitment to

sharing of an institutional vision and confidence in co-

workers. Nowhere was this more evident than in the faculty

and staff selection procedures. All faculty and staff

members, regardless of department or pay level, are

encouraged to interview and provide feedback on job

finalists.
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Interviewers in the open sessions had the basic belief

that "if the interviewee was finalists, then they must have

met the qualifications in the job announcement". In the

years that this researcher sat in on finalist interviews at

the CCCCD, not one instance can be recalled when credentials

were the issue. In all cases, faculty and staff members who

interview job finalists looked, first, for enthusiasm. The

tacit, collective understanding of the "search committee of

the whole" that sat in the "open sessions" was that if these

finalists could promote and sell themselves, then they could

probably promote their program or department. This

procedure resulted in hiring almost 300 faculty and staff

members who were not just "people", but were also

"personalities". CCCCD employees were either "young" or

"young at heart". The communication with the high school

and junior high "target markets" was successful because of

the kind of personalities that were hired.

As the institution has grown, the staff has become

spread out over two campuses, which are fifteen miles apart.

Many of those thirty-six staff and faculty members

interviewed, who have been with the CCCCD for several years,

sense a serious breakdown in communication. What this

author suspects, is that they are really experiencing a

breakdown in feeling like a "family". This loss has, in

many ways, started to negate the unique qualities of the
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faculty selection procedure. If so, how and to what extent,

the CCCCD changes; will, no doubt, be evident in the

classroom environment as well as in the staff offices.

Another major factor in the successes experienced by

the CCCCD was the "student-centered" philosophy which guided

everything from parking spaces to designing the Spring Creek

Campus to look like a "shopping" mall. The institutional

commitment to students coming to the CCCCD and "shopping"

for the educational services and programs that fit their

individual needs permeated virtually every decision, in

every program and staff office, in the institution.

Convenience is the hallmark of a successful business.

This is also true with the CCCCD. Convenient locations,

convenient course offerings and class hours, convenient

registration times and procedures, courteous and ample

faculty and staff to help in selecting educational items for

purchase-- all part of CCCCD's "educational shopping mall".

The development of student support services, student-

centered facilities, and convenient course offerings were

all developed through the use of surveys. The results of

this program of institutional research were used to develop

future policies and strategies for better serving the needs

and desires of existing students as well as for marketing

CCCCD's services to potential students. This program
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developed and implemented by Gerry Perkus and his staff was

another factor in the success of the District.

The typical community college enrolls about 3% of the

population it serves (Gerry Perkus, personal communication,

July, 1990). With an "average" effort, the student

population of the CCCCD should top out at about 6,000 to

7,000 students. With an enrollment of over 11,500 students,

typical population enrollment trends alone are not

sufficient to explain the successes in student and community

acceptance the CCCCD has experienced. The above average

enrollment figures add to the argument that the availability

of expanded educational facilities and opportunities were,

themselves, factors in the success of the District.

A great leader is a person who can sell you on the idea

of what is going to get done without telling you what you

are going to do to help achieve it. Anthony's leadership

was a driving force in the development and successes of the

CCCCD. He had the ability to sell others on his vision of

CCCCD's future, without directing how to do it. His belief

that people should "take risks" is nowhere more evident than

in his leadership style in promoting an institutional

vision. The CCCCD was the tangible realization of his

vision.
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Recommendations

This study revealed several areas in which further

research might be warranted. These areas can be grouped

into policy, practical, and institutional research.

The research revealed that some policies instituted at

the CCCCD are seemingly successful while others are not.

Further research into key policy decisions and their

institutional effects can be useful to community college

practitioners. One policy decision which may be worthy of

study is the unique faculty selection procedures used at

this college. This policy appeared to make a significant

difference in the institutional environment and early

curricular successes of the CCCCD programs. Without doubt,

the perceptions of the participants reinforce this belief.

The positive effects of this policy, however, seemed to be

mitigated by the expansion of the College from a single

campus to a multi-campus district. Further study into the

interactions of number of campuses, faculty selection

procedures, and the organizational structure may yield some

valuable information for those anticipating campus

expansions or those planning to adopt this specific type of

faculty selection process.

Practical research which analyzes successful "model

projects" is often useful for other community colleges.

Other practitioners can either adopt the model or use the
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model as a base which they can then adapt to fit their

particular institutional situations and needs. In-depth

studies of model curricular offerings and model service

programs implemented at the CCCCD are recommended. One

model program is the student development program which has

supported student success and retention at the College.

Also, the Enterprise Division, itself, is a model for

community education and economic development. Within that

Division are several curricular models such as the "older

worker program". Successes in accreditation, community

acceptance, and student acceptance are three areas where the

"plan" developed and implemented by the CCCCD faculty and

staff was successful. Publication of these successful

models of community college practice would be important

additions to the current literature.

There were at least seventeen previous attempts to

establish higher education in Collin County prior to the

development of the CCCCD. None of these institutions,

except for the University of Plano, studied by Revel, have

been the subject of a formal, in-depth study. A study of

these other attempts to establish higher education in Collin

County is recommended. Institutional research materials are

available for this type of research in the "Texana"

collection at the Collin County Public Library. Another

resource for this study would be the Collin County newspaper
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coverage which has been continuously published since 1855.

The Archives at the University of Texas in Austin, would

also contain a lot of Collin County materials on microfilm,

which would be available for a research study of this

nature.

Historical research on other community colleges would

also be of value. Research at different times in the

institution's developmental history could help detect

patterns of single-campus and multi-campus development.

Describing these developmental patterns, or "life-cycles",

would be helpful in developing theoretical and practical

models.

Finally, in some future time, the history of the CCCCD

may warrant additional study. Without doubt, the next five

years will be much different than the first five years.

Changes in the facilities and in curriculum development has

already become evident. Significant changes in

organizational structure and administrative policies are

already being seriously studied by the president and several

taskforce groups. With the passage of time, institutional

leadership styles and philosophies change. The CCCCD's

first five year history is reflective of an era dominated by

College leaders such as Anthony, Pike, Allen, Russell,

Henry, Floyd, and Helens. Institutions are much like

shadows on the wall, as the leaders come and go, so the
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institutional shadow, reflective of the leader's activities,

changes. It is hoped that this study will serve as a base

for those to wish to discover how and why the shadows, seen

today, changed.
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A set of questions were developed to assist in answering the

"Questions for Study" as listed on pages 3 and 4.

Questions for Study

1. Based on the history of higher education in Collin
County, what conditions within the County prompted
efforts to organize a two-year college when previous
higher education institutions had failed?

1.1 What higher education opportunities did the
Collin County citizens have prior to the
creation of the CCCCD?

1.2 What started the drive to create a community
college in Collin County?

1.3 What influenced county citizens to perceive a
need for a community college in 1984 -
particularly when the University of Plano and
the Frisco College of Arts and Sciences "died"
only eight years earlier?

1.4 Were there any factors that seemed to
significantly contribute to public acceptance
for the concept of a community college?

1.5 What was the plan of action developed to
create the college?

2. Who were the community leaders responsible for the
creation of the District and how did they go about
it?

2.1 Who first began public discussion of a
community college in Collin County?

2.2 Who were the early supporters in the community
for the establishment of a two-year college?

2.3 What kind of support was received from
local legislative members?

2.4 What kind of media support was received?

2.5 Who were key players in developing a plan of
action and how did they go about implementing
that plan?
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3. How did the educational philosophy, key policies,
organizational structure, administrative staff, and
curriculum of the CCCCD develop?

3.1 How did the educational philosophy develop?

3.2 Who developed or contributed to the
development of the college's philosophy?

3.3 What do you see as key policy decisions that
have resulted from the College's philosophy?

3.4 Why was the original organizational structure
adopted?

3.5 Who established the original organizational
structure?

3.6 What prompted the change in organizational
structure over the last five years?

3.7. What administrative staff changes have resulted
from changes in the organizational structure?

3.8 What do you see as the strengths and
weaknesses of the existing organizational
structure and/or administrative staffing?

3.9 Who were the key college employees that
contributed to the development of the
curriculum?

3.10 What were the contributions these employees
made?

3.11 What do you see as the strengths and
weaknesses of the curriculum?

3.12 Since you have identified as strength,
what do you feel has been the effect of this
strength?

3.13 Since you have identified as weaknesses,
what do you feel could have been done to
prevent this weakness?
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4. What are the characteristics of the faculty and
students who attend the CCCCD?

4.1 Has the kind of faculty Collin County has
attracted changed over the last five years?

4.2 What do you see as the primary characteristics
of the faculty that determined their selection?

4.3 Has the kind of student Collin County has
attracted changed over the last five years?

4.4 What kind of students do you get in your
program and has this changed?

4.5 Do you consider students who attend the CCCCD
to be typical of the community college student?

5. What are the unique features of the CCCCD?

5.1 What do you believe are the unique features of
the college that make the CCCCD different?

5.2 What have been the effects of the unique
features which you listed?

5.3 Why does Collin County have such unusual
faculty selection procedures?

5.4 What do you see as strengths and weaknesses of
the current faculty selection procedures?

5.5 Do you feel that the faculty selection
procedure has made a difference at the CCCCD?
Why/Why not?

5.6 Do you feel that future growth may necessitate
a change in faculty selection procedures?

5.7 Who developed the current faculty selection
procedures?

5.8 What have been the major obstacles to the
expansion from a single-campus to a multi-
campus district?

5.9 Why have these obstacles developed?
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5.10 What (did you do/are you doing) to overcome
these obstacles?

5.11 Who developed the accreditation process the
college uses?

5.12 What were the successes of the college in the
area of accreditation?

6. What is the level of internal and external
acceptance of the college?

6.1 What do you see as the level of community
acceptance of the college?

6.2 Has this acceptance changed over the last five
years?

6.3 Why as acceptance (changed/not changed)?

6.4 What do you feel is the level of student
satisfaction with the college?

6.5 What do you feel is the level of faculty
satisfaction with the college?

6.6 Has growth of the college changed this level
of satisfaction?

6.7 Why do you feel the college has
experienced such success with the
accreditation agencies?

6.8 What changes, if any, would you recommend for
the college's accreditation process?
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Year of Operation

1858 - 1871

1859 - after 1865

1860 - 1862

1865 - circa 1867

1866 - unknown

1873 - unknown

1877 - unknown

1881

1882

1886

1889

1895

1898

1903

1920

1965

- circa 1886

- 1890

- 1891

- 1898

- 1902

- 1902

- 1909

- 1922

- 1976

1969 - 1985

1985 - present

Institution

Mount Pleasant College

Mantua Seminary

College Hill Institute

Kentucky-Town Academy

Prairie Hill School

McKinney Male & Female Institute

Mrs. Bradley's School for Young
Ladies

Masonic Female Institute

Plano Institute

Seven Points College

McKinney Collegiate Institute

Westminister College

Hawthorne College

Jones Academy
(McKinney Training Institute)

Campbell Free Methodist College

University of Plano (2 campuses)
School for Developmental

Education
Frisco College of Arts &

Science

Grayson County College
Extension classes only

Collin County Community College
District (2 campuses, 2 sites)

Central Campus, McKinney
Spring Creek Campus, Plano
Preston Ridge site, Frisco
Fires Sciences site, Princeton
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OFFICERS

Collin County Community College Committee Officers

Co-Chairmen Carey Cox
David McCall III

Alternate Approaches Sub-Committee Officers

Chairman
Vice-Chairman

: Colin Chopin
Ray Wheless

Curriculum & Services Sub-Committee Officers

Chairman : Douglas B. Cargo
Vice-Chairman : Gerald Sessom
Academic Team Leader : Tom McCrann
Vocational Team Leader: Gary Minshew

Facilities & Equipment Sub-Committee Officers

Chairman
Co-Vice-Chairmen

Jim Edwards
: Ron Harris
Richard Weaver

Mission & Goals Sub-Committee Officers

Co-Chairmen

Vice-Chairman

: Richard Abernathy
Michael Watson
Joy Anderson

Signatures For Petitions Sub-Committee Officers

Co-Chairmen : John Akin
Sue Olivier

(Source: "Feasibility Study", 1984, p. 1)
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MEMBERS

City of Allen

Carol A. Baugh
Steve Bettley

Jeanne Marie Merica

City of Anna

Leland Dysart

City of Dallas

Bill Galloway

City of McKinney

Richard Abernathy
Louis K. Breuer
Ane Casady
L. 0. Endsley
John J. Ferguson
Catherine L. Golas
David Harvey
Charles A. Hewitt
Mike Howard
Carol Hunter

Scott Johnson
Kenneth L. Maun
Gary Minshew
Connie Pattavina
Dean Pratt
Jerry Sessom
Judy A. Smith
Chester W. Story
Frank A. Walker
Richard Weaver
Roberta Woolverton

City of Plano

Krishna K. Agarwal
Joy Ann Anderson
Julie Andrews
Marty Andrews
Glenda Bearden
Mike Bearden
Peggy Beck
Gloria Becker
Rodney Berg
Jim Biggerstaff
Judy Broadwell
Leonard H. Brody
Fred W. Buelow
Douglas B. Cargo
James W. Carson
Colin Chopin

Patti Hillyard
Ray Holcomb
Georgia C. Holcomb
Ernest Horany
Sharon James
Olin E. Jaye
Mary R. Jeffers
Michael W. Jones
Lo Rita Keig
Jean C. Kelly
William E. Knoop
Daryl 0. Lee
Karin Lemme
Janice Leonard
Shirley Lewis
Dorn W. Long
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City of Plano (continued)

Richard J. Cinclair
Helen S. Clarkson
Maria S. Cline
Gary Constantine
William R. Crawford
Hazel L. Davis
Maribelle Davis
Darrell DeGeeter
Ted Dickey
Judy L. Dillard
Betty H. Dollins
Dianne B. Douglass
Margaret Dydek
Jim Edwards
Frank C. Eikenburg
Roger Ellis
Steve E. Ellis
Robert F. Erickson
John K. Eshelman
Pat Feemster
Solveig Fisher
Mary Jo Fox
Clifton L. Francis
Francine Friedman
Ronald D. Grocoff
Lynda F. Guerrero
M. Lanetta Haas
Sheldon R. Hall
Margaret Hanson
Ron Harris
Susan Harriss
Joanne Hartke

Tom Long
Judith M. Marshall
Sue Mayfield
Betty McClure
Ira McComic
Tom McCrann
John McGee
Lynette McGregor
Judy E. Mouden
Sue Nelson
Barbara O'Malley
William Peterson
J. C. Posey
Kathie Pritchett
Donna Regen
Kay Rhoads
Donald G. Scott
Gail H. Simpler
Johnnie Spies
Joe Ann Stahel
Dana R. Staples
J. Kevin Starnes
Bonnie Suelflohn
Joseph A. Swift
Page A. Thomas
Meg Titus
Michael Watson
Raymond Wheless
Patricia Wheeler
Alex Williams
Betty Woods
Anita B. Wormald

City of Parker

Ken Lane

City of Princeton

Jim Klemm

City of Richardson

Lucille M. Adams
Sidney V. Adams
Jerry A. Madden

Sue Willard Olivier
Rene Spann
Stella B. Steward
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City of Wylie

John W. Akin
Raymond B. Cooper

Perry D. Robinson
Don Whitt

Home City Unknown

Shelly Borchardt
Karen Mathews

Susan Pacey
C. Dan Smith

Source: Collin County Community College Committee (1984b)
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May 10, 1984

by
August 1, 1984

August 16, 1984

September 18, 1984

September 25, 1984

October 1, 1984

October 1, 1984 -
November 15, 1984

October 25, 1984

November 8, 1984

by
December 1, 1984

Organizational meeting of the Collin
County Community College Committee
(McKinney)

Committee members assigned to sub-

committees

Meeting of Collin County Community

College Committee, Sub-Committees;
review of Charge and Position Papers.
(McKinney)

Meeting of Collin County Community
College Committee: Review Sub-Committee
activities. (Plano)

Submission to Coordinating Board of
Proposed Petition for Review.

Report to Coordinating Board and Texas
Education Agency concerning possible
curricular offerings of Collin County

Community College in 1985-1986 and 1986-
1987 for transmittal to Legislative
Budget Board.

Gathering of 12,000 signatures on
petitions.

Meeting of Collin County Community
College Committee: Progress reports of
all sub-committees.

Meeting of Collin County Community
College Committee: Review of sub-
committee reports.

Submission to Coordinating Board of:
1. Feasibility Study
2. Certification of 10% of registered

voters on petitions
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by
January 15, 1985

by

January 25, 1985

April 6, 1985

July 1, 1985

Coordinating Board holds hearings in

Collin County on the proposed Community
College.

Coordinating Board approves the holding
of an election

Election to form District, set taxing
limits, elect Board of Trustees.

Collin County Community College -- a
legal entity

Source: Collin County Community College Committee (1984a)
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ORGANIZATIONAL CHART IN 1990
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